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bow of the birch round the wrong way and ic
instant tht^ioat is swamped,
everything, including yourself, is pitched into the swift water. The risk enhances the
pleasure; and
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STREET,

what is strange, familiarity with the
danger
docs not cause the excitement to be
any the
less. It seems to be a strange
exception to
the rule of risk. Now you and I have seen
how boys manage before “the Fourth.” If a

*

POSTER, OILMAN and HALL,
Under the firm name of
N. A.

FOSTER A CO*

cracker is to be fired, the extreme end of the
little slow match must be lit, the cracker
thrown down and the boys must, for
safety,
stand round the corner till it
explodes. On

Terms:
The Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at $5,00 per year in advance.

the

Rates

of

evening of the Fourth,
same boys, if they have
any

Advertising:

you will see the
crackers left,firing

them off in their teeth! But witli this
it is not so; there is in the last

Transient Advertisements, $1.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, $1.26 per square; 75 cents
per
week after. One square every other day one week,
$1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under bead of Amusements,
$2.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, $1.60 per square for first week,
$1.00 per week after.

sailing
descent, just as

much alertness

birch

canoe

watches with the keenest interest the
whole proeeedure. IIow much more eagerly

er on

cents.

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine 8tate
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 38 cents per square in addition to the

then, does he eiyoy it, who is permitted not
merely to sec the pleasurable risk but to share
it.

above rates for each insertion.

Transient advertisements must be paid for in advance.
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lake on the Penobscot Kiver.
communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the •*Editors of the Prr$s," and
those of a business character to the Publisher.
All

HT*The Portland Daily

narrow

from 7 o’clock in the

or
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promptly
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on

to 9 in tho

application

as

above.

in

a narrow

lake.

say that the lake, whether you view it from
ncighlHiring mountains as a silver band among

pines aud the fir trees, or from its head
and look down its uncurved length till the
the

COMMUNICATIONS.

two banks in the distant

[From our Regular Correspondent ]
tetter* ft*a the Backwoods of Maine.
Jfo.

3—ftym

whole, about

one, however you may gaze on
most charming sight.

Kin to to'Katmhilin.

as

me to

Turning
er

now

feeding. It seemed scarcely to move,
but it is not wise to place any reliance upon
the slow movements of this animal, for he
may
unexpectedly take a sudden start, and leave
us none the better lor the sight.
Then-fore
every breath is slowly and silently drawn, ami
as the canoe moves along in perfect stillness
tlie guide does not dare to remove the paddle
from the water, lest the falling of the
drops
might startle the moose, but he turns the paddle under water, and still brings to bear as
much pressure as ls-fore. Fortunately the
wind is dead against us, and the moose doesn't
yet take the alarm; therefore there is all the
moose

a very recent one, suggests that the rifles
had better be in good order and capped. The
as

the gun

must be

ready at a moment's notice, and it is
very provoking to have to cap a tube the second time. Tile percussion
cap must percuss,
or the owner will, (if we
regard “per” as intensive). I remember how enraged a guide
was, as we came down a branch of the
River St- John, and he was angry on this very
accountThe birch was rapidly passing over

swift water, when

some

we saw a large beaver
bank, sitting as demurely as you please.
The canoe was going fast, the gun was not
capped, and a minute or more elapsed before
the guide was ready to Are. Just as he fired,
the beaver made a singularly graceful bow, and

the

the game will invariably be lost The banks
of this portion of the River Penobscot are
very
beautiful, having a clean, fresh look, which is
not so noticeable on the cast branch of the riv-

tain will grow iu tlie most wretched
places on
of land.
But the fastidious
plants are the Squirrel Corn,

tlje poorer kinds

Spring Beauty,
possessing equal delicacy of

and many others
structure. The novice is much surprised to
find that the forests of Maine are not so
grand

awe-inspiring

poets have
The whole State has been ransacked for
timber, and there is hardly a square mile on
our

sung.

lumberman, has not gone, exploring,
natural result much of the great first
lias long been cut and sent down river

which the
and

as a

growth

and over the world. The trees which remain
of smaller size, and though they
give a
good idea of the wildest woods, they cannot be

are

called

“towering pines” or “nuyestic pines" or

any of that poetical trash.
In the distance we can now hear the sound
of rushing water, and we are
approaching the
Penobscot “horse-race.” Such quaint names
have the lumbermen bestowed on these
and

rapids

many others, for instance one part of
Grand Falls ou the Penobscot, east branch, is
called “the Hulling Machine” because many
logs which are whirled over into the flume are
stripped of their bark as nicely as corn can laon

shelled from the

only

ear

The falls before us

are

short ones and our

guides are going to
“run them.” As we near the rapids it is
easy
to see among the white foam just ahead where
the chief current sets and now we are
fairly in
it Each moment the speed increases and we
are now flying along ou the foam.
Here before us, only a rod, is a rock scarcely hidden
by the water; a single stroke of the paddle
semis the canoe into the swiftest current and
gives us only a second to turn the birch as
much the other w-ay to avoid a greater danger.

Directly in front is a smooth circle like a great
watch-glass with the convex side up. The
boatman knows this is the covering of a rock
and must be, by all means avoided. We
pass
so close to the
edge of this circle that we can
touch it, and yet are quite safe. The rule
seems to tie
“follow the line oj tncifteet foam.

approach

1

the insane conduct of the rets'Is in
burning
their cotton as a means to induce England and
France to raise the blockade of the cotton

ports:
But

assuming the worst—nav. granting that
pound of cotton in “Dixie” lias vanished, or will vanish into smoke, it is only the
rebellion preying on its own vitals. It may

Pitot li of it.—The

exemption from danger

that when lie

rate

a new

one.

Bridgton Reporter man

hat. and boasts of Its

lie had

worn

so

atlrst

long,

appeared “topped out” with

tile, his most intimate
recognize him.
new

Is'ing

his old one

a

friends failed to
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June 23.

MOODY.

Drug

AMERICAN HOUSE,
Boston, Mars.,

and

T8 the largest and best arranged Hotel in
A
OKA I Hw‘ New England States; is centrally locaJJsnd easy of access from all the rohtet of

Establishment.

LI

Have

11 co,,tain* the modern ivnproveUwflmwit«. and every convenience for the comfort and accommodation of the
travelling public.
The sleeping rooms arc large and well
ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well arranged, and
completelv
ftirni.-hed for families and large travelling
parties,
and the house will continue to be kept as a first class
Hotel in every respect.

|iMMi|ti>trl

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.
Boston, January, 1862.
dfinis

_

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PAS8ADUMKEAG, MAINE.
....

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

PAINTER,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing
chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market afford*, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit tin? confidence
of the public.

thejiurest

subscriber would very respectfully announce to his numerous'friends, and the
public generally, that during the temporary
suspension of his business he
furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon his customers. and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the
patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO,
l'assadumkeag. June 23.1862.
dA wtf

UiTHE

dispensary

MB.
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__(compulsory

THUS. U. POOR.

-AND-

GLASS
AT

WARE,

Sign,

of

every description executed to order.

June 23.
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WARE,

T. R. BURNHAM,

Castors, Spoons, Forks, Card
and Cake Baskets,

Table

896

REMEMBER THE NUMBER.

June 23.

dim

"Wholesale
COMMISSION

Ready-Made nothing,

MERCHANTS,

STOKES,.... COMMERCIAL STREET,

Engravings,

ARTISTS'

Ac.

BARKER,

PELEO

SIGN

THO§.

LTJM'H.

—

wroRTKiift-or

Lasting!, Sergei,

FRAMES.

—

Elastic Gnssettings,

FINDINGS,

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS A SHOES,

Glasses.

HAND,

Union,

50

four

doors from Middle Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

c. h. breed.

j.o tuiiy.

je30—3md A

_

w

JOHN B. BROWN 4k SONS,

Our Assortment of Artists’ Materials

ALBERT WEBB 4k COn

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

Is very extensive, being of the best manufacture,
such a« Winsor & Newton’s Oil and Water Colors,
Brushes, Drawing Caj*ers, Tenclls. Crayons, Oils and
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments. 4r.
Our st«»ck embrace* all articles in this line, and is
the largest and best selected in the .State, and we offer the best inducements to dealers and nhotograpers,
both as to quality of good* and as to prices.

Street.
W JI. H. II.
MM4I« Slnrl,

Jeweler,
tf

Marble

Wanted to Purchase.

J.

A

R.
1»

Work.

THOMPSON,

prepared to receive orders for

Marble,
Marble

Free Stone,

Soap Stone,

Chimney Pieces, Monumental

Work

and

<irindstoues.

COXURESS STREET SEMINARY,

!

Cwraer af Pearl mmd Federal St*.

PORTLAND,

ME.

CHANGE OF SEASON !
WM. C.

BECKETT,

Merchant

Tailor,

13T, MIDDLE ST.,

and others.

X

established
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in*-*

MB*

a

LUMBER PLANING MILL,
Near the foot of Union Street, where they
hope to bo
able to
all the accommodation aiid
give

which the nature of the busiueu will admit.

Turning, Sweep
attended

to as

and

heretofore.

Circular Sawing, fcc.,

X
The

Crystal

prepared himself hr selections from the New
of Goods recently imported in New York aud
Boston, to meet the requirements of his customers
and the public as to
FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR TIIE SPRING
AND

SUMMER SEASONS !

In his new stock are comprised Fancy
Spring Overcoats and Busine** Suits, Rich

Cloth* for
Black and

FANCY BROADCLOTHS
WINSLOW k DOTES.

23, 18*12.

3tw4wl

For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French and German, as well a* the cheaper substantia! fabrics.
Elegant Black aud Colored,
Plain and Fancy

CAKD.
& Masonic Journal.

milK

publication of this paper will be resumed in
July and be issued regularly on the 1st and 15th
ot each'month.
Subscriptions and communications
in the U. States must be sent to
THE UKYSTAL. PORTLAND, ME.,
Those in Canada to WATERY ILLK, C. E.
X

The first number will contain a full
report of "The
Centennial Celebration." Those desiring extra
copies of that number please address as above.

CYRIL PEARL, Editor.
OFFICE PORTLAND ADVERTISER
d&w*2w

principle

'*

WINCHESTERS GENUINE PREPARATION.”

-

Augusta dally (Sundays excepted), for

AjfDROWOGCIN RAILROAD.
« »»«

iiunnin.

Tm*t>AT,

On and alter
May 6. MO.
will leave Portland for Lewiaton
aim taimiugtnn via Branawtck, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington tor Lewiaton, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.
Leave Lewiaton tor Bath and Portland via Brunawiekat 11.46 A. M.
Frcight train* daily between Portland and L*wkton.
«t*8« coaaccmoaa.
Stage leave* Strickland’. Ferry Tuenday*. Tharaday* and Saturday*, tor Livermore, Canton, Para
and Dtxfleld; returning oppoaite day*.
Stage leave* North Jay tor Kaat DixSeld, Dixleld,
and Weld, on Taeadaya, Thareday* and
Saturday*;

^■■3

^■^^■itraim

returning oppoaite day*.

Stage leave*
Portland and KingSeld.

Farmington

on

New Vinevard, New
Wedn**dav> and Satur-

.or

Monday* and Friday*.
day returning
Stage* leave Farmington daily, tor Strong, Avon
Phillip*.
».

on

Pamengrr* tor thin mate will take the car* at the
Portland, Saco A Portamooth. or Kennebec A Portland 1input*, in Portland.
S. W. EATON. Sap’L
Farmiugton May 6, IMS

International

june®dtf

Steamship Company.

EASTPORT, CALAIS

AND ST. JOHN.

DOESKINS!
Of a great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that the market affords—Silk, Satin, Linen. and Cotton— many rare aud unique styles.
Also
an assortment of the nicer qualities of
GENTLEMEN’S

FURNISHING GOODS,

To all of which attention is

especially

invited.

and vest makers wanted.

%*Coat
Portland, June 23. 18fi2.

dtf

money Lost.
a SUM OF

LOST,
suitably rewarded

Office

MONET.

by

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.
On and after
er.

April St. the Steam"NEW BRUNSWICK" aad

"FOREST CITY" will, until (hrt her notice, leave P. 8. k 1\ R. R.
irl, knit of Mate Street, a. follow.:
Steamer "New Brunawick," Capt. E. B. WtxcHxaT*«. will leave for East roar and ST. Jobs everr
7
MONDAY, at 6 o'clock. P. M.
Returning will leuve ST. Jobs every THUR8DAT
MOKNINti, at 8 o'clock, for Eaotvort 1’ortlahd
and Bortov
Steamer "Forevt City," Capt. E. Field, will leava
Ibr Kaattort and ST. Joan every THURSDAY at
6 o'clock P. M.
Through ticket, ore Mid by thb Hoe eonarctlag at
Eartfobt with stage eoache. for Machiar, and
with Steamer Oueen for Robbinaton, Calair, St.
Strfhrrr, and St. Asdhewr, ami at Hie latter place
over Railway for Caxtkrbi'ry ; from thence
per
.tag* roacheo for Woo do took aad Hor ltd*. which
ia the cheapeat and moat expedition, wav of reaching
the Arooatook Cpuutv.
We alwi ticket through per Steamer, and Railway,
for WtxDRoa, Halifax. Dinar, Fiikdekictoe.
StrasEX, Moxrrox, Sbxdiac. Prjxi k Edward
Irlaxd, Pictoc, North Sbobe of New BecebwicE, Miribk hi. and Bat db Cbalfob.
___

C. C. EATON.
dawtf

JnneR

an THROUGH TICKETS
To CHtrAOO. ClBCIBBATl, f’LBTBLAED. DETROIT,
Toledo, St. Pacl, La Caoaax, St. Loom,
New Ohleabs, or any part of the

The finder will he
leaving the tame at thia

ERIE
Via

OR

NORTH

WEST,

a

id flated

seven

VW~ Yon

Tare,

now
everv

store, as above, comprising as it does nearly
article usually needed in the Furniture and Urockerv
Departments. Being one of the largest stocks iu the
.State, purchasers can tind almost any variety of rich,
medium snd low-priced goods, suited to their different wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is couttdent that, combining
as lie does the various branches of
house-furuialiing
j business, he cun offer goods at prices that will not
fidl of proving satisfactory on examination.

138 and 140 Kiddle Street, Portland.

bottle*, fl—Six
Bottle*. 92—Three
Sold bv all respectable

Bottle* for 95. In sixteen
for 95.
Circular* gratis.
Druggists, and at the Sole General
ted States, by

lkpot

WINCHESTER, 38 John

Jane

23. 1*B.

Street, N. Y.

If not sold before the lrtth of
August next, it will be *o!d on that day.
11 o'clock, A. X., at Auction, without
reserve.
Term* verr easy. For information apply
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premises, or at the
store of RANDALL k WOODBURY, on Commer
rial Street, head Central Wharf.
Jane 21. 1862.
dtf
room*.

SPECIFIC REMEDY FOR
Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal Weakness, and tieneral
Irritability in either tk*x.
This malady, the terrible eon sequences of which are
too well known to require more than a ban* allusion
to them, is one of the most insidious, and therefore
dangerous, of all the long catalogue of human ills.
It saps the very springs of Life,
undermine*
the constitution, and sinks the uuliappy victim into
imbecility and a premature grave! From one to three
boxes of the Specific Fill are sufficient to effect a permanent euro iu the most aggravated cases, whether
constitutional, or arising from Abuse or Excesses.
A

steamboats._

GOODS,

Fooket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

"

Science.

I have found them all that rould be desired. Their
effect has been truly sremtlerful. I used them in a
case of Spermatorrhoea of loug standing w Inch has
been under treatment for years. 1 think three boxes
will complete the cure.”—E. F. Dicker, M. D.
remedy, nor is there
lyThis is uot a
any mercury or other deleterious ingredient combined with it.
Frick—91 per box. Six l»oxes for S5, bv Mail prepaid. For sale by all respectable Druggists, and at
the Sole tieneral Depot in the Uuited States, by

WINCHESTER, 36 Johs St., N. Y,
Sold at wholesale by W. F. FHILLIFS,
Foutlaxt>. Mr.
junc23d&w4w

making

Rooms

Goods

forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath. Augmeta. Eastport and St.

shipper, are recanted lo arnd their freight to the
Atramer before 3 P. M
oa the day that aba iaaeaa
Portland.
For freight or pamge apply to
EVERY k V<iX, BroanY Wharf, Portland.
H. B. ( RUM WELL k CO.. No. 86 Weet Street.
Near York.
Jane 13. 1861.
dtf

MONTREAL

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly Kail

|

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,
STATIONERY, TOTS. Ac.,
28 and 30 Federal and

106 Congress Streets,

Bo«ton.

ADDIKOK W. BANFIELD.

AMERICAN. NORWEGIAN. JURA,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXoN. NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United Slates mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M..
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:

Third Class, fan. First Class. #S7 to
fKS-arcording
to arc<mimodation,—which includes tickets ou Grand
Trunk Railway.
and
return
tickets
issued at reduced rates.
Prepaid
Kxcuxiou tickets to the World’s Pair, oat and
back. $150.
Apply to KUmonstone. Allan k Co.. Montreal, or to
No. 10

F. J.

Forristall

can

be found at

June

the above place.

June 23.

28. 1M2.

wly

TO

loiit

e

oi

J. L FARMER,
EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
dtf

Geo. Warren,

AZIMS !

icrrimo. TO

J.

THAYER* WARREN.

SIXTEENTH REGMIENT.

t orenosurf.

■fcXOTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber. Sami.v uel 8. Webster, ol' Portland. In the f 'ounty of
Cumberland aud State of Maine, claims by mortgage
a certain tract of land situated in Falmouth, in said
County, bounded, beginning at tin* most southwesterly comer of land now or formerly of Kovai Leighton, thence easterly aud northerly by the same to laud
of John W. Freeman, thence easterly bv the same to
laud of Jeremiah llall, thence southerly and westerly by the same to land owned by Jeremiah Hobbs,
thence northerly and westerly by the same and land
of Philip (iBiimion to the countv road, thence northerly by said road to the first hounds; containing seventeen acres more or less, subject to the right or Jeremiah Hobbs or his asaigus to |>ass aud repassthrough
said premises.
Said real estate haviug beeu conveyed
in mortgage to Samuel 8. Webster and Micali Sampson bv Dependence II. Furbish, by his deed of August 22, 1866, n“corded iii the Registry of Deeds for
Cumberland County, in book 2K3, page®?; which
mortgage was duly assigned bv said Mlcah Sampson
to Samuel 8. Wewter, June 86, 18t!2, as will
appear
by the assignment thereof recorded in said Registry,
to all of w hich records reference is to be had for a
more particular description. The condition of said
deed of mortgage is broken, and the subscriber, assignee of said mortgage, by reason thereof do claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and do
hereby notify
all jairties interested of in> claim to foreclose said
mortgage, ou account of the breach of the couditious
thereof.
Dated at Portlaud this first dav of July. A. D. 1862.
jutt—w3w*
SAM’L S. WLlisTLK.

Line.

ONE of the following first-class, powerfa! Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN.

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.

run

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, evenr WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 8 o'clock, FTM
This vessel is fitted up with flue accommodations far
this the most speedy, sale and
passengers,
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine
Passage #6.00, including Fare and State

IMPORTER AND DIALER IK

FANCY

Steamship

^^^^^('RowitLL.
nHMHSla* follows:

(Successor to r. J. Forristall and Mills k Forristall,

rapidly

Wc believe it to lie, in the treatment of Spermatorrhoea as near a Spkcipic as auv medicinecau Ik*.”
—R Keith, M. D.—-fracricaw Journal of Medical

The splendid and fast

m

Captain Sidssy
^^cS^<lCHESAl,EAKE,"
will until farther notice

A. W. BANFIELD,
1

can

W. D. LITTLE. Aumet,
OJfoe 31 Exchange Street.
aave money by Mcnring tiekota at this

Portland aad Stew York St«unen.

Stuebec,
ohn.

dtf

For Sale.
THE Three Story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE. No. 8 Gray Street. It is in
food repair, and contain* ten finished

in the Uni-

provided with

»dawtf

General Assortment of

attention of purchasers is invited to the large
slid desirable stork of House-keeping Goods
THE
in

ounce
ounce

Niagara Falls.

and

Thi. road I. broad goagb and b
New and Splendid Sleeping Car*.

by

Dealer in

fitlerj,

RAILWAY.

Bpffalo, Dossier,

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

TRIAL IS A CERTAIN CURE !

Styles

dispatch

OFFICE e UNION STREET.
Portland June

..St?*** leuve

Belfast, on arrival of train from i'ortland and Boaton.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augusts and Pertl»od.
B. M. Cl'SHMAN,
t. ,.
Manager and Superintendent.
1883.
oBlgnats. April,
June23dtf

Europe—

Homeopathic

Has

BlIWJIMBIini

*„•,»<>

tV'Ticket. Mid in Portland at loweat Boatoa ratea

'•

je23tf

THE

*■*■!■<

And

PanlaaS, Me.

Also, Dealer in
Portland. June 23. 1*52.

tf

AUTUMN SESSION will commence Sept.
8th, and Continue 15 wtt'ks.
Trior to July 21st, full iufonnation can be obtained
of the Triucipal, 349 Congress Street. Hours from
8 to 1 o’clock, except Saturdays. After that time application mav be made at 40 State Street.
Tortland, .Dine 23. 1802.
2awl0w

and

Irilulii Tare, Table

HATCH,

»

SILVERSMITH.
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

Principal.

Extraordinary C ures in all Stages of
Cokrumftion. It is recommended by manv thousand Phrsiciaus in the United States and
having Wen used with results unparailclled in theauuals of medicine.
The Hup4>phnnpkit?9 have a two-fold and specific
action: on the one hand increasing the
which Constitute* Nbrvou* Energy, and on the
oilier, being the Most Powerful Blood Gkxerating Agent* Known.
Iii cases of Nervous Debility
or Postration of the Vital powers, from
any cause,
the Remedy has no superior.

J.

AND

hand.

Dealers, Builders,

STAOB COUU ECTIOKO.

Stage, leave Bath daily (Sunday, excepted) at U0
’
arrival of train from Portland and
Boston,
for Wtaenmrt, Damarimotta,
Wsldoboro', Rockland
and rtiomuton.

China, Crockery & Class Ware,

FntlaaS. Mr.

^Manufacturing

MOULDINGS,

MASTER'S Interest in a Yiml. lio«t of Reference* piven.
Addrom PORTLAND POST OFFICE,
June 24. 1862.
*d4w
BOX 672.

To Lumber

Boston, for Bath

bt thb

at

Gilt, Walnut, Ebony and

Miu E. L. Whittier,

Importer

OF

Je23tf

141

YOUNG LADIKS AND MISSES.

Cl’RK

Consumption, Asthma. Chronic Bronchitis, Nervous
Prostration, General Debility, Dvspepeia. ScroAtla. Marasmus. I,o*s of Appetite. Neuralgia,
Female Complaints, and all Disorders of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.
This remedy has obtained a great reputation for

A FAIR

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF,

B. J. D. LABBABEE & GO.,
No. 69 Exchange Street.

FOR

Lowell and Boston.
P. M on arSaturdays, at 8.16
a—1
Augusta.

on

WEST. SOUTH

tPiPLAINC®®?.

ryPRICES—In

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Catalogue,

June 23. 1862.

Leave Portland

rival of train from

SAMVEL ADLAM, Jr.,

Ira

Is th«» only reliable form of IlYPoPMoaPHtTE*. made
after the Original Formula of Dr. Churchill. KJT“In*
ql’IRK FOR AND l PE NO OTHER!

bKALKKM IS

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

on

STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.
July 1. 1*3.

most

Sugar -Refinery,

Constantly

Regclar Boarders r! Reduced Rato.
Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, und from 1 toS
o'clock.
jeSSedtf
Mnla to

CORRECTS.Indigestion and Flatulency.
PREVENTS-Liver Complaints k Bilious Fever*,
RELIEVES.Constipation and Headache,

FOR THE PREVENTION AND

BREED 4k Tl'KEV,

who may call.

ROSEWOOD

3T Frogs Served to Order. -Mi

Me.

Parlor, Obamlder

JUST RECEIVED,
A very choice collection of Fine Engravings and
Lithographs, which we shall be happy to show to any

of Oval,

APOTHECARY,
Portland,

FURNITURE,

Tier and Oval Frame*, with French Mirrors; Gilt,
Ebony and Imitation Rosewood Frames, !»oth Oval
and Square, for Engravings and Thotographs, at low
prices and warranted satisfactory.

large assortment

Monday Morning and Saturday Arming Train,.
On Monday trains leave
Augusta at 6.30 A. M., and
A'
ftM' Fort land, connecting witLthe
o*?eh/,u80
*
A. M train for
8.66

-DRALRB IS-

ALSO, KID AXD GOAT STOCK,

A

TITCOMB,

373 CoBfreM Street,
CUBES.I dyspepsia,

d3m

AND

our

H.

PAINTER,

June 23.

Manufacturers of

Will be cheerfully furnished with
hich contain* a complete list.

L.

Half Way Datfa Wlllaw Street*

Dealers in

w

trains lor stanous on tliat road; and at
Augusta with
the Somerset h Kennebec Kailroad tor
Ws'erville,
Kendall's Hills and Skowbegan, and at Kendall's
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Ri«d for PtttsUeld, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

PINE APPLE LEMONADE,
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

WILLIAM CAPEN,

B. M. D. LABBABEE & COn
Manufacturers, Importers, and Wholesale and Re-

Picture Frames,

LTHCH.

j«*23dtf

62 Middle St,, •ppoaite Past Oflire.
June 23, 1862.
4wdaw

Looking

Grocers,

Parllawl. Me*
JOHS

Served to order.

-rRKPARKD BY-

(Opposite head of Widgery’s Wharf,)

Also, their entire interest in Manufacturing and Custom Department. Having secured the service* of
Mr. J. E. FOLEY, late Foreman and Cutter for
Me**rs C. k K., they hope to merit a fair share of the
patronage bestowed upon their predecessors.

GILT

TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.
BROOK TROUT mm* oil hlaAu of CAME

AND-

GRANITE

of Ike Season

Served up at all hours.

JOHN LYNCH A CO*

their friend* and the public that they
have purchased of Messrs. CHAD BOURNE k KENDALL, their Stock of

and

Every Delicacy

T. R. BURNHAM

to

ORNAMENTAL
For Oil Tainting*

JOHW ROBINSON, Proprietor.

FLAG.

MIDDLE STREET,

90

dtf

XUK1UU EAliAU HU USE,
7 MII.K STREET.
PORTLAND, ME.

No.

SIGN OF THE BIG

BROWN,

MATERIALS,

Bath, June 23. 1862.

Room where either of the Barn-

Broadway.

8. B. WAITE.

tail

with house.

are interested in the City, J. U. I*. Burnhaving sold bis Koom and gone to New York,

ham

clothing!
*mv

only

is the

ham*
THIS

*4 UNION STREET,

would

•#"Terms 91 per day. Stable connected

PORTLAND.

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.

A

nBATH

386, Washington 8t., Bath.

MIDDLE SRREET,

90

IVORY, HORN, EBONY AND COCOA
HANDLED KNIVES.

GARDINER

HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMER.

Photographic .Artist,

Cutlery,

_
jc28—flweod

Fuasenger train, will leave daily, (SuniS^SR^ap excepted) as follows:
Ausu.ia lor Rath, Portland and Boston, at 11 16 A
M connecting at Brunswick with the
Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Wilton and
farainftoB.
leave Portland for Rath and Augusta at 1.00 T. U
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin

hopes

LOW PRICES.

PLATED

Commenced April 14/A. 1863.
RBB

aad

public

CHAN. F. CKOSMAN.

ronTI.J»»T>.

a

taken store. Sm. 7ft Middle Street,
(Fox block,) and respectfully invite
atteutiou to their large and well selected stock of

K*. lO EXCHANGE STREET,

Crockery Ware, China,

in

1STew Drug Store!
crosmaFa poor,

BEALE,

SIGN AND FANCY

usually kept

£F“ State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAG*
NETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
j«23-lradaw

eodtf

OLIVER S.

eod3m

every

strike mankind mute w ith a moment's astonishment ; but in the end the effect of this folly
will only recoil
upon the authors of it. The
civilized world will not containa spot in which
the actors of a tragedy so atrocious call safely
hide themselves. Marshal Haynau in London
will Is- regarded as a popular idol
compart'd
w ith Davis or
Beauregard, should either, esfrom
their
deserts here, tlnd his way to
caping
the old world. In spite of law and order, his
life would not be worth a
day’s purchase,
should English or French
operatives hap|ien to
set their eyes upon the
Thug. The human
race will not have
language strong enough to
express the ubhorence with which such scourges will be regarded in
every enlightened conntry, and in all ages to come.

DOLX.

<»»»««' T.

and

Teraaa M■derate by I be Week *r Daay.
Bath, June 23. 1888.
dtf

IV

PORTLAND, Mb.

CHARLES HOLDEN, Resident.
Edward Shaw, Secretary.

CONSTANTLY ON

Burning by the Rebels.—The
New York Commercial speaks as follows of

Paiut

No. 6 Galt Block Commercial Street,

policies upon which six premiums have been
renewed annually free of premium to the

are

June 23.

an-

dmros

merchants,

FLOUB, COBH AND PBODUOE,

continue to insure property on
favorable as those of any reliable com-

—

Dye-Stuffs,

And all other articles

ADAMS, Proprietor.

BATH, MAINE.

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

WHOLESALE DEALERS

AVD

«f

THE CRy of Rath ia one of the healthieat
localitiea on the court of Maim—dellghtfhl,■ ly aitnated on the Krnneboc, twelve milaa
_jjB from the sea. and afford, one of the moat
up retreat. from the duat and turmoil of oar
large citin..
The Sauadarock ia one of the Bnert. most
spa
dona, and bort appointed Hotels in the State, located
within three minutes walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Landing. Poet Office, Custom House, He., being directly in the bu.inem centre of the City.

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
.A.nd

Oflce 102 Middle Street.

perfect silence.

“The United States stipulates to loan Mexi$11,000,000 for the term of five years. For
tills loan, the Mexican government'is to pledge
the entire public domain, and w hat remains of
the church property, estimated nt $100,000,000
in value. The United States government is to
issue its bonds for the amount of $11,000,000,
payable In twenty years, and bearing six per
cent, interest.
Mexico is to receive $2,000,000
of the amount loaned in fifteen days from the
final ratification of the treaty; the balance to
be piaid in instalments of $600,000 pier month,
running eighteen months. The Mexican government is to turn over its bonds to the government of the United Slates, for the amount
of $11,000,000, bearing six pier cent interest,
and piayable in live years.
To carry into effect this treaty, a mixed commission is to tie apfxiinted by the governments
of the United States and Mexico. Three commissioners an- Pi lie appHiinted, one on the part
of Mexico and two on the piart of the United
States. The commissioners thus
appointed
are to sell the piublic domain and the church
property sufficient Pi liquidate the loan, and
pass the proceeds over Pi an agent to lie apby the United States government,
poiup-d
rile agent n|>pointed by the United States
government to receive the funds as realised, shall
reside in Mexico. There is a convention annexed to the treaty in which the
Tehuantepec
project is revived, but which contemplates no
new commercial
advantages."

has got

with the greatest care and skill. The paddle
may break, the
pole may slip, a flaw of wind may turn the

in

before the Senate:

I know of no work of a few moments so exciting as the passage over rapids. There is no
even

is

co

The land is of an excellent quality, and
produces a rich variety of dainty plants. I call
them “dainty,” because they choose, for the
most part, only the richer soils,
just as some
other plants like sons.;, for instance, or
plan-

of

need of caution as we draw near the
and our

now

er.

some

more

imal,

Synopkih or the Mexican Theaty.—The
following is a synopsis of the Mexican treaty

or

as

Company.

policy holder.
Those deviling insurance will do well to call
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

G.

had time to dive before the ball left the
gun.
In fact, these little precautions must be taken,

or

Commission

c«rarr

SAOADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor,

fancy GOODS,

-ALSO

GENERAL

<

once

on

Post Office.

Company

paid,

dtf

t'HAS. H«
je23--8m

APOTHECARIES* GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Ac.,

DOLE A MOODY,

dAwtf

as

IV

Portland, June 23. 1862.

PORTLAND

panv.
All

('MgreBB*

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BY WEEK
OR DAY.

ENGLISH, FRENCH INI AMERICAN PERFUMERY,

an5

merchant,
DEALER

i

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

Jc23tf

FLOUR, PRODUCE, PROVISIONS AND GRAIN,
UNION ST., Partlaad.

first consideration in effecting insurance,'is here offered to the public, at the lowest rates of premium
adopted by sound and responsible contpauies.

THIS
terms

Me.

C. D. BROWN,
Successor to Manning & Brown,
AVD W'HOLBSALE

Me!

PORTLAND,

THIS I* the largeftt Hotel in the State, prm.eraing ail the mndern improvement., and
l Brat claaa in every appointment.

1

-DKALKR IK-

attended
faction.

Of Providence.
Perfect SEcrRrrv, which ought always to be the

Mutual Fire Insurance

SitMicd

JUNCTION OF FREE & MIDDLE ST8.,

Part lead.

Commission

Proprietor.

Preble Street*

N. B.—All work being promptly and personto, is warranted to give thorough satis-

ally

Equitable Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

June 23.

ORNAMENTAL

Watch-Maker,

Fire Insurance Company,
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9312,000.

“Boyd’s Building,'' opposite

PREBLE HOUSE,

isr,

L. S. CROSS,

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York. -Cash Capital and Surplus, 9250.000.

Office in

HUM MUX A RRA NORM BITT.

BRACKETT,

OPEN for Genteel Boarder*—three mile,
from Portland—within thirty rod. of the
Ocean—with good opportunities for It.hing,
sea-bathing and water excuraion.. A Steam
1_ler run. from Portland daily. Kxperieaeed
boatmen in attcudanc.
je‘Jfi*«w

tcislm

141 Middle Street,,*

Insurance Co's:

Frht Class

a

seen on the river.
Still it is lietter to have the
gun in readiness, and hardly had we taken
this precaution before we rounded a short
turn in the stream and saw, far
up river, a

not

latter precaution is very necessary,

Republic

of grassy banks,” or Utnbazooksus, by the Indians, on account of the broad meadows on both

is

d6m

following

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK’S ISLAND,
HENRY M.

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
C W Orders solicited.
Je39—3m

National Insurance
Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and 8urplus, 9500,000.

birch up stream and permitting it to go
down of itself. This river is called “the stream

the infliction of

and, although it

of the

We se<*im mediately a difference between forc-

any such bore, I would merely say that as this
is the primeval forest, we bad better be on the
lookout for moose. Near the muddy bank is
moose,

Agent

which comes in near the head, let us paddle
up-stream for a short distanee.—

marsh-grass,
great plenty,

AND

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

PAINTER,

HARDING, President,
E. C. HYDE, Secretary.

INSURAE CE.

decide to

On these wide expanses of
the moose used to be found in
but they are now scarcely ever

SION

_RAILROADS.

Summer Retreat,

IV

h; avso

G. E. R. Patten,
E. K. Harding,
J. P. Morse,
David Patten,
J. C. Jameson.

PORTLAND, ME.,

our canoes

4'Th« forest primeval,”
and a very excellent place, no doubt, It would
be for a bit of moralizing on some subject or

Houghton,

DEALERS

Portland, June 23.1862.

WARREN SPARROW,
Odce T4 Middle, ear. of Exekaage St.,

from the Jake to the little riv-

sides of the water.

by a

we now

one; but it is sincerely hoped that those who
can sjicnd the time will consume a few more
days on this longer and more diversified

ing

track made

FIRE

us

It seemed very much
like old times, as we floated down the slow waters of the west branch of the Penobscot.
Around us on every hand is

a

Bath, July 3,1862.

a

longest way to Katahdin, and this
away from Chesuncook to a lake twenty miles northeast. Most of the Katahdin visitors And the journey to the great mountain
from the foot of Chesuncook to be a pleasant
take

hands in the business.

contemplating

say that

8. A.

Clothiers,

Of the Most Desirable Pattern.

the

E. K.

take the

hardbread, Ac. ? It was indeed a hard
thing to suit everybody, and especially as each
guide was determined to carry as little as possible in order to have his canoe paddle easily.
But soon, like the Homeric horses, they became
more magnanimous, each one
insisting on taking a large share of the load. And having satisfactorily disposed of the cargoes, we started
on our tour, and began camp life in earnest.
Only one of our party had never been in camp
before, and we considered ourselves really old

but not

is ever

Win. Drummond,
8am'1 I. Robinson,
Arthur Sewal),
Lewis Blackmer,

Temple Street,

of

HOTELS.

FURNISHING GOODS,

;

on

corner

AVD

directors:

John Patten,
Oliver Moses,
M. K. Gannett,
J. H. McLellan,
Jas. F. Patten,

Middle,

Na la

hThThayT

WEBSTER,

Fashionable

exceeding
$10,000 in any One Risk.

its banks live a few

houses, allow

ready

the

other;

it,

families, in comfortable houses; the inen lieing chiefly small
farmers who sell more or less produce to the
lumbermen in the winter. Passing by these
Along

much as Noah’s ark before
for the stowage of the load.
Now came the difficulty. Who should carry
the pork, who the preserved meats, and who
were

perspective become

as

Dear Press:—The night spent at Cary
Farm prepared us for our first real work In the
woods. The canoes had to be pitched, on the

they

#800,000

long and
its length

“Atlantic,” from the charming communications
entitled Chesuncook,'and I can truly say that
those papers, instead of exaggerating the
lieauty of the lake, have not given an adequate idea of the scenery or the general effect.
Far be it from me to imagine that this pen can
tell what Thoreau left untold! Only let me

evening.
J3F Jos Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the office

a

This lake is well known to the readers of the

and

morning

seems

he a broad river rather than

to

Maine State
Press office, in Fox Block, No. 82) Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and eve-

ning,

sheet of water and

It is

100

GENTS*

And that thev are prepared to make insurance
mutual principle, agaiust marine risks, not

Of New Y'ork.

calk'd twenty miles from the Carey
farm to the Chesuncook, the most Iieautifui
It

TUCKER dfc

THE
Marine In.urance Company give notice that tlicir

There is such an apparent hardihood in
the attempt; such a trifling with life in the
frail boat, such a swiftness of passage the look-

Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per liue for one insertion. No charge less than fifty

MUTUAL

Capital Stock amounts to

falls.

Business

DRUGS & MEDICINES.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Marine Insurance Company.

white

over

INSURANCE.

OFFICE UNDER THF. SAOAPAIIOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
rrmidrntaiid Dirreton ef the Beth Mutual

in the first and easier ones,
just as much pleasure and even to a bystander
few sights can be more
fascinating than the
a

JULY 8, 18G2.

BATH

as

rapid shooting of

PORTLAND, ME., TUESDAY MORNING,

15 Recruits Wanted
To All up

a

Immediately.

company from

CUMBERLAND COUNTY,
To

serve

Better
•100

three yean, unless

inducement*

are

discharged.

sooner

offered than

ever

before.

IToprietor of the

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,
for Boston twice a month
Sailing from
Steerage Passage, WO. Also. Agent for New York
au«l Liverpool Steamships, sailing from New Y'ork
every Saturday, and from Liverpool every Wfdneeday. and calling at Queenstown, Ireland. Cabin

Liverpool

Passage. 976.

For Passage Certificates, Steamer
for further information. Address.

and

a

Tickets, Drafts,

or

GEO. WARREN, 99 State Street, Boston. Mam.

BOUNTY AT THE END OF THE WAR,
And 160 ACRES OF LAND,

Together with f2.00 Bonus,
Fay authorised by Congress.

3d Clam. $30.

Sight Bills of Exchange, for XI Sterling and upwaud, pavable at any Bank in Great Britain or Ireland constantly for sale.

SPIRITS Tl RBENTINK.

month's Advance

SPIRITS TXT*PfNTINE.-W#invite
"VATRONA
a trial of the Natrona
tine
AN

Recruiting Office

Rifle

at

is

Corps Armory,

OLD CITY HALL, PORTLAND.

tri’iy

and Ration*

commence on

the day of

en-

listment.
JOHN M MAR8TOX,
CllAS. L. McALLJSTEK,

JoSitf

from all paintfut gen
for either House or ship work, inside or out. It
fret from smell, with 9»t equal to spirits, evaporates no faster, and for Blind Work cannot tie excellIt works bqcal to the common spirits on all
ed.
kinds of painting, or in OU Cloth m au a fact u ring.
As evidence of the excellence of the article, the undersigned can refer to numbers of the first painters
of Bostou and v ieinit>\ if desired.
ers,

Recruiting Officers.

CHARLES TOPPAN.
Agent for New England, 40 Fulton St., Boatoa.
■For sale by Banker k Carpenter, Merrill k Brother.
8. J. lVrUus 4 Co.. Portland, and Chat. F. Potter
juucffiwUa
Augusta.

THE DAILY PRESS.

miles from till1

Chickahominy in all is Cole
Harbor. Vow having traveled thus far northeast, let ns face to the right, and go southeast

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Tuesday Morning July 8, 1862.

about three miles,

*--—

REPUBLICAN
FOR

NOMINATIONS,

GOVERNOR,

ABNER COBURN,
OF SKOW'HEGAN.

Repimientativo

For

Fifth District

to

FREDERIC A.

Congress,,
1*IKE, of Calais

For Senators,
Fort.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kitten-,
GIDEON 8. TICKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, of Parsonsfiild
For County Cotntnia.ioneni,
York.DIMOX ROBERTS, of Lvntan,
ALFRED HULL, of Shapleigh.
For

Sheriff*,

Fori.GEORGE GOODWIN,

of

Well.,

For County Treasurers,
Fori.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.
For Registers of Deeds,
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.
The Great Battle Before Richmond.

rising from the
Richmond, from the con-

that the clouds

Nyv

arc

bloody fields before
fused and contradictory statements which have
kept our people in a state of intense excitedays past,

ment

for ten

some

estimate of the

begin to forir
character and magnitude
we can

terrible conflict.

of the

From all

we

have

been able to glean, the army of Gen. McClellan, on Thursday the 26th ult., was stretcher
across the

Peninsula, on both sides of the Chick-

ahominy, making a line, according to some estimates, of nearly 30 miles. His right rested
Meehaniesville, while York river

at

base of his
the

operations,

James River.

nearly in
now to

was

and his left rested

The

the centre of the

Chickahominy
peninsula.

It

the
or

rum
scents

have been Gen. McClellan's

plan, print
to the battle, to abandon ail the territory north
of the Chickahominy. as being of no strategic
importance, remove his stores, and change his
base from the York to the James river, where
he could have the effective co-operation of out
gunboats, and preclude the danger of a successful flanking movement, on the part of the enemy. And the commencement of the execution of this plan, undoubtedly precipitated the
rebel attack.

Tbe successful execution of the
fronts in the face of the

daring plan, to change

enemy, was not a retreat, for our brave tner
fought like tigers as they retired, which they
did in order and in obedience to orders. The
of War says this movement is the
hest that McCledlan has done. Reinforcements

Secretary
are

now

lighting

pouring in,
nearer

and we may soon hear 01

Richmond.

From various sources, principally from the
correspondence of the Boston papers, we collect the following account of the five
days

battle:

POSITION OF THE TWO ARMIES.

On Thursday morning our right was at Mechanlcsville. Our pickets consisted of Eighth
Illinois cavalry,Col. Farnsworth—that athletic
robust Colonel, formerly- member of Congress

companies of the Pennsylvania Bucktaii
Regiment, so called I Krause each man wears

six

the white tuft of a buck's tail—sturdy mountaineers, who first at Drainsville exhibited
their prowess: and several
companies of Pennsylvania Reserves.
To the east of Mechanicsville was General
McCall’s Division, composed
wholly of Pennsylvanians. About a mile from Mechanicsville
east is Beaver Dam Creek, a little insignificant
stream emptying into the Chlckahominv.—
McCall was encamped on the west side of this
stream: Gen. Griffin, with a brigade, was north
of McCall: and General Martindale. with a
brigade, was still farther north, on the road
which you have marked dowii a*
running due
east from Mechanicsville.
Between Beavct
Dam Brook and New Bridge, were the remainder of Porter’s Division. Sumner’s Division
and Frauklin’s. The other division* of the
army were ti)ion the other side of the Chickahominy. This line of McClellan's was about
ten miles long—not on a straight line that
portion south or west of the Chickahomlnv lie.
ing nearly at right angles with the stream
while the divisions north were nearly
parallel
to it.
The rebels of course stood face to face with
us—Dr. Lewis’s hill being their
strong point.
How many there were of them is
only a matter of conjecture; but
were
thick everythey
where-hanging around in masses, like bees
upon their hives on a sunny summer day.
Before noticing any movement, let us
go
down to Seven Pines and White Oak
Swamp,
and take a look. It is a big
swamp, impassable
to armies. It is a mile wide.
Beyond It, south,
is a beautiful farming
country, traversed byroads. which we will travel by-and-by. It is t(
or 7 miles from this
swamp to James river_
the nearest point where Fort
Darling, upon the
southern bluff, keeps watch and ward
against
the Monitor and Galena.
McClellan had no
trtKips south of the swamp, ilels-l cavalry
watched all the roads in that direction, anil
reltel infantry lay in the wemds and wheat fields
toward Richmond, and rebel batteries loom
upon the hillocks and elevations, a mile or two
out from the reltel
capital.
*-*

It is
dettes

aim AAir,.

TRursday morning, 10 o’clock.

The vlon the Hanover road
discover reiiel
skirmishers advancing at a quick pace, followed
by rank upon rank. It is (ien. Hill’s Division.
They crossed at Meadow Bridge, and at the
Central Railroad, and indeed along the stream,
which tip there Is fordable at
any point. The
Bucktaiis, who have watched the forces upon
the mountains, moved into
position to support
our pickets on the Ashland
road, but not being
aware of their movement to
get in our rear,
were nearly surrounded before
they were aware
of the rapid advance of the
enemy on the
Hanover road. Gen. Hill had
swept his division round upon our flank, and was threatenthe
entire
ing
right wing. ThffiBucktnils. undauuted. gave the foe in front a
volley, loaded
again, wheeled, tired upon the rebel cavalry in
their rear, and out their way out.
falling back
upon Gen. Mcf’all, along the road running parallel with the
Chickahominy.
THE FIRST BATTI.E.

Remember that

we are at Beaver Dam Creek
—McCall is nearest the Chiekahominv: then
the first brigade of General Morrill’s
Division,
commanded by Gen. Martindsle: then the 2d
brigade, commanded by G-n. Griffin, which,
as has tieen Stated, makes a line
reaching across
the road running due east from Mechantesville. There is quite an extensive forest east
of Meehaniesvilie, through which the
Buektails retreated, and in which the reliel General
formed hi** line**, having been reinforced.
He hesitated about advancing. It was nearIv three o clock before the engugeiTient
bepan.
The artillery opened, almut thirty
pieces on
each side. It was mainlv an
artillery tight
and lasted till nearly nine o’clock—a’ terrific
cannonade, represented by those who witnessed
It as of indescribable grandeur.
In Gen. Griffin’s brigade were the ftth Massachusetts, Col. Cass, the 4th Michigan Col
Woodbury, and the 14th New York Col
McQuade. and the H2d Pennsylvania. I have
a die tl act recollection of this
brigade—Its splendid performance in the skirmish near Fall’s
Church, when the rctiels occupied Munson s
Hill. They were equal to the
present occasion. The reliels advanced
upon this brigade
with the. intention of breaking the centre. They
were signally repulsed.
Then tliev turned all
their strength upou McCall’s division, and
were also driven back.
This ended the flghi
for the day, the reliels retreating to the thick
woods at Meehaniesvilie, and our forces
lying
down upon the field.

THE SECOND BATTLE.

Before fighting the second battle let us loot
the roads in the rear, and our means of
getting across the Chickalioininy to the remaindei
of the army, it we are
or
if
we
have
f
worsted,
plan in view to get into ltichinond by anothei
direction than that at Meadow Bridge. Tin
road to W hite House, as we have seen crosseNew Bridge. It runs northeast. Close b\
New Bridge, on the east side of tills road i>
the house o< Mr. E. B. Gaines. Almost’ ir
front of his house is the road which leads t,
Mechanlcsville. where the fight was yesterdaj
—to-day being the 27th. Not going up thiroad, but making the White House road norf^i
east, wc cross a little stream—Powell Swani|
Greek—where Mr. Gaines has some sort of
at

mill. Just beyond Is a lull, a new tavern on
the top of it. A hair mile further on, or two

along

a

road whieh

w

ill

bring us to Dispatch Station, on the road leading to York river. Here at Dispatch Station
we shall find an immense amount of
supplies
for tlie army—for that portion which is on the
northeast side of the Chickahominy. This is

far enough in this direction. The distance to
the Chickahominy tYom the station is not
more than half a mile.
Between the railroad
bridge and New Bridge are four bridges, whieh
McClellan's forces have constructed. By these
we are to get west of that stream, if desirable.
By daylight the enemy were on the move.
Through the night there had lieen an ominous
silence along the lines, but now the quirk,
sharp crash of the ride woke every sleeper. It
was plain to those who were in front, that the
enemy, having felt of our position was about
to make a fierce onslaught.
Dark masses of
men could be seen congregated in the space
between the clump of forest trees. Gen. Porter, who was in command, at once comprehended the intention to drive him into the
Chickahominy, or sweep him down (toward
West Point—the first rather than the last—for
at an early hour a division of the
enemy appeared, making its way along tin* road running
east from Mcchanicsville to outflank him.
He wus in a dangerous position for he was
above New Bridge, which was partially in the
hands of the reliels. If they should push a
body across it he would lie surrounded. To
avoid that, and to be in |K>sition to connect
himself with McClellan on the south side, he
fell back to Gaines’ hill. The falling back is
represented to have been conducted admirably.
lie took a new position along the White
House road, east of it, his right resting on Cole
harbor and his left on tin- Chickahominy.
General Porter’s force consisted of three divisions, Morell’s. McCall’s, and Sykes’, and
Cook’s cavalry brigade.
The line of battle was about two miles long.
It extended over a meadow near the Chickahominy. through a piece of woods, up to
Gaines’ hill, down a ravine, up another hill,
out to Cole HarUir.
The positions of the netteries may have been somewhat different from
is
what
now given, but this is only an
attempt
to give a general idea—an outline—whieh the
of
the
reader
must
flil
imagination
up. The
force thus disposed amounted to about
twentyeight thousau d men. confronted by fifty or
sixty thousand ol the enemy.
Notwithstanding the enemy was on the move
at daybreak no fighting was done till
past
noon, when the rebel artillery opened pn the
as
rather
short range,the shot and shell
centre,
falling in the woods, in rear of Martimlale's
command. They fired ten or fifteen minutes
before any response was made.
Before the infantry became engaged, in fact
liefore the enemy’s artillery debouched from
the woods, a battery on Gaines’ hill, turned its
pieces, tiring across New Bridge, at General
Smith’s division, fronting the rebel batteries
near Lewis’ house.
It was a strange diversion.
About two o’clock the enemy's infnutrv
slowly
and cautiously advanced. Tin* artillery was
in full play, about sixty pieces under Porter,
and almost eighty from the rebel ranks. One
who has never heard a light artillery light,ran
have but little conception 'of the continuous
roll of thunder and storm. When the musketry joins in, it is like the tailing of great wails,or
forests, or the everlasting roar upon the beach,
where the heavy breakers roll landward over a

stormy

sea.

enemy advanced in column directly upthe centre, to break the line at Martindale'a
brigade. The batteries, right and left, and in
the centre, opened upon them.
Imagine the
picture—dark masses of men, in solid rank,
advancing like waves of the ocean, rolling on.
cleft continually by the passing shot, which
leave gory streaks behind. The solid shot cut
them like unseen thunderbolts.
Grape ami
canister pick out scores, and rank after rankreel before the musketry. But such a scene is
not one-sided. The advance is covered
by
their batteries, and a tornado sweeps over our
centre—leaden rain and iron hail strewing the
ground with dead and wounded. In vain this
attempt to break the line. The rebels were
I he

on

repulsed.

Ibe rebels retired, but only to receive reinforcements, and to swing down toward New
Bridge to make a desperate attempt to to cleave
our left from its base, and
separate the entire command from the
Chicahominy. Gen.

McClellan, understanding the movement, sent
over from the other side Gen.
Slocum's, Gen.
Meagher’s, and Gen. French's brigades.
The enemy made no secret of his intention.
He formed his columns deliberately
upon the
hill near Gaines' house. Our artillerists saw
them, and opened. Nothing daunted, they

down the hill sis or eight ranks
deep.—
They made directly for Butterfield's and
Meagh r's brigades. They were received witli
terrible volleys, and they gave a terrible fire in
return.
Both sides stood Ann: both were
plowed through and through; both disdained
to waver.
But the odds were too great
against
us.
With a rush and a yell they ti ll
upon the
batteries upon our right and centra,
shooting
the horses. Our infantry could not take them
away, and a scene of coiiftision followed which
almost became a panir. Nothing but the discipline of the soldiers, and the heroic efforts of
tin- officers, saved a disgraceful rout.
Gen. Porter saw tliat it was no use to attempt to rally the men, and gave the order to
retreat across the
Chirahomiuy, whither the
supplies and stores had been sent.
It was night Tlte rebels had suffered too
severely to keep up the rush. The temporarv
fright was allayed, and a second line of battle
taken about half a mile in the rear.
Our loss in guns up to this time foots
up as
follows; Kern s liatterv, three pieces; Weed's
two; Edward's,two; Weeden’sthree; Allen's,
came

four; Eatou’s four,.

Tin* passage across the

Chicahotniny wax
admirably conducted.
Early on Saturday
morning the troops began to move across.—
The reia'ls were completely fooled.
They supposed there would U- another tight, and sent
over across New
Bridge a large body on Saturday morning, a large laxly to annihilate porAt ten o’ohx-k Porter was over the west
side looking uixm them, with his
battery on
ter.

Trent’s Hill. It was regretted that we were
obliged to leave several hundred wounded in
the

hospitals, who conld not be removed withexposing the entire army. Having secured
the position on the west side, the bridges were
destroyed.
out

SATIKIIBV RIGHT.
There was yet much to he done to save the
army. It was in a bad position. All night
long. .Saturday night, the trains moved away
in the direction of James river. At Fair Oaks
Station a large amount of
eommisary stores
were destroyed, and here it was found necessato
leave
several
hundred
ry
wounded in the
hands of tin* enemy.
The enemy lindiiig lie had lx-en fooled—that
Porter was on the south side, that there was
nothing at the \\ Idle House, lagan to repair
the bridges across
thcfhicohoniiny. which had
been blown up. Botli parties were active.—
After our transportation had got away, Sumner, Keyes, Franklin and Heiiit/leunin withdrew slow ly and in order, taking a new line
fronting the Chieahnminy. Atsmt daylight
the rclx-ls discovered what was
going on, and
poured out from the lines at Dr. Lewis’ hill,
and across New Bridge. They
pressed first
one dank and then another, but were not in
sufficient force to make an attack upon a rear
guard so brave and determined as that which
closed over the long line of
trans|iortation.—
Slowly the army receded; slowly it neared
James river. Hebei cavalry were seen here
and there by Porter in front’, but
they fled upon his advance.
All .Sunday was spent in tills
slow, cautious retirementKOVTH OK THE WHITE OAK SWAMP.

There are three main thoroughfares
leading
from Kiehmund southeast between White Oak
and
James
swamp
river—the Williamsburg
road. Central load, leading to
Newmarket, and
the Charles City road. It was
probable that
the enemy would advance from all these roads
to get in our advance.
To make it more plain,
let it be remembered that it
as McClellan s
intention to reach James river
by Turkey Island creek, which is eighteen miles fr,,nt kicliinotid. These roads run in the same
direction,
and the rebels not having
baggage trains in
front can more faster than he. If tliev understand what he is tip to. I>y
throwing a force
along these roads they can press ins right
flank, and peritaps prevent him from coining
under the guns of the Monitor and Galena.
About 10 o'clock on Sunday, a portion of
Porter’s force, which had pushed up the Newmarket road smith of the swamp toward Richmond. came ttiKin a large body of reltel cavalry—six or eight hundred—which were advancing. His artillery Hint infantry opened, and
the re Mb tied at once, with the exception of
about flily, who were taken prisoners.
They
were commanded by
Major Baker of North
! Carolina.
While Porter was thus putting out feelers,
Keyes was in the advance nearing James river.
_

Through Sunday and Sunday night, the head
of the column pushes its way. A body of rebels w hirl) had been dow n toward the White
House, finding they were on the wrong scent,
turned back, rebuilt Bottom's bridge, and
crossed to the south side, but were not in sufficient force to make an attack.
FIOUT ON

SUNDAY—T11E ENEMY REPULSED.

The enemy suddenly liecame elated.
His
successes stimulated him to press us hard. He
he
would
have
us.
Smith’s division
thought
and Sedgwick's tell back via Savage Station
on tile York River Railroad. It was
necessary
that they should halt and hold the position,
that the long winding train might move away.
They took positions in the woods north and
east of a large field. All of their artillery, with
the exception of two pieces, was masked in the
front, hearing upon the road down which they
had retreated.
They had not long to wait. First the enemy's skirmishers came in sight, carefully smelling their way like venturesome mice toward
roasted cheese, They saw the guns glittering
like gold in the sunshine. They looked, talked,
pointed. One or two officers went back. Other officers came up.
Soon the dark masses of
infantry followed. The two guns gave them a
salute, but everywhere else there was silence.
Flushed with victory, the rebels started on the
double quick across the field to capture the
coveted prize. Suddenly, quick as a flash of
liglitiling, t welve additional pieces hurled grape
and canister upon them, followed by the roll of
ten thousand muskets. No longer a thought
of getting the pieces, but how to get out of the
place. After a few fl-antic efforts, the ranks
liecame confused, broken, disjointed, and notwithstanding the endeavors of officers to rally
the wavering columns, they fled precipitately,
leaving a multitude upon the plain dead and
dying. It was a trap most successfully set and
sprung upon a flushed foe. In this affair Gen.
Burns was slightly wounded,
mnitv

But the enemy

A«r

uowr,

a

we

pertinacious. He was
determined to push Gen. McClellan to the wall,
instead of being pushed. Heintzeiman had
charge of the rear. He determined not to be
outflanked, and also determined to give the
trannsportution time to reach the new base on
James river.
Keyes, as has lieen stated, was in the advance,
or rather opened the way for the retreat. Four
or live miles below Bottom's
bridge, on the
Cbickahominy, is Long bridge. To prevent
the rebels from crossing there ami attacking
our left flank. Smith was instructed to take
position on the Long Bridge road. Next to him,
looking south toward James river, was Sumner’s corps of Richardson’s and Sedgwick’s.
Still beyond was Heintzeiman's corps, Kearney, Hooker's, Slocum and McCall—the ia«t
two in reserve.
The line was almost three
miles long—sufficiently extended to cover all
the roads running east from Richmond, south
of the swamp.
To get a comprehensive view, select a
point
on James
river, about ten miles below City
Point—Hardin's landing. Three roods from
Richmond partially converge at the
place.
It is Monday afternoon, and the head of
Keyes’
division has reached the locality, and
you'see
the interminable trains reaching
up toward
Richmond and beyond all the divisions mentioned. spread out like a fan. The enemy come
down all the roads in great force. It was aliout
two o’clock in the afternoon.
Placing his artillery in effective positions, the enemy opened
first upon Sumner, hut occasionally
sending
shell over the heads of the division at the wagon trnius, to create a
stampede among the
teamsters.
But the guards kept cool and prevented any disorder. After an hour’s eamionade, conducted witli great spirit on both sides,
the enemy adopted a new kind of tactics—an
attack on both flanks at once. It was made
against Sedgwick and Richardson, and was
pressed so hard that Slocum was ordered
up from the reserve. The infantry action lasted from half-past three to six. It was a brave
tight on the part of our exhausted troops.
They held the ground and repulsed the enemy.
It was an olistillte. bloody fight. These
divisions have been so often in action that
they
know what it is to tight.
More—they know
how to light. Tlie enemy were not in sufficient force to attack Smith.
They made a
demonstration, hut the Green Mountain boys
were called upon and qnicklv settled the niatter by driving the
enemy out of sight in that
was

quarter.

A

BI.OODY

BATTLE.

Heintzelman. as

1 have said, was on the road
furthest over toward James river. Early in
the afternoon the enemy, in strong force,
appeared, opening w ith artillery, and advancing
division after division of infantry in solid masses.
He resisted bravely, but was compelled
to fall back to a new position. The
enemy
fnUowed. employing his old tactics of hurling
masses of men, now upon the right, now
upon
the left, and now suddenly in the centre. He
held his ground unaided till (I o'clock. His
ranks wen- terrible thinned, and he was compelled to bring up McCall once more. His division had la-en in nearly all the tights. It was
worn out.
But with hearts as true as steel
they responded to the order. Simultaneously
their
advance came fresh troop* from
mion
Kiehtnond.und loud and terrific a* at any time
during the six days fighting roared the contest.
But tile masses of the enemy rolled along the
road. Their leaders had no care for saving
life. This was war—a strife for mastery. It
was their determination to win. no matter
what it cost. They rushed on impetuously,
charged upon our batteries, captured Kendall's
and took a large number of prisoners. Here
the brave and etfieient commander of the
mr|is.
General McCall, went down at the head of his
troops, supposed to Is- badly wounded. A
score ot officers fell.
The lines gave way. It
was a critical moment.
Now or never was
brave work to be done. Now or never w:ts the
All heart* felt it. All
army to la- saved.
hands were ready. Men lived ages in those
moments.
THE GUNBOATS.
The rebels had thrown a body of men close
down upon the river. The guutioats, when
the fight In-gan, moved up and opened with
ten-inch shells upon the table land. It was a
timely assistance, otherwise the rebels could
have crept along the bank, flanked Heintzelman and reached 111* rear.
What narrow margins tlieh- have been in this war. I enumerated some of them in a former letter. This
may
lx- added to the list.
It closed the fighting. On Tuesday the
pickets of the enemy hovered around, but not in

force.

Jtr.lir.Iy LOSS.

I see no wisdom in stating that the rebels
have lost two to our one. They have suffered
quite as much as we. Fictitious estimates
would do us no good, neither would it hurt
them. There is hut little doubt that Stonewall
Jackson was killed by a canister shot from
Martin's battery.
<hmi. Barnwell Rhett of South ('arolina. was
probably killed in the attack mad** upon Smith
and Sedwiek on Sunday. Gen.
Longstreet is
reported wounded.
came.
Hooker and Kearney came
Sedgwick
—Hooker with the 2d New Hampshire and 1st
and 11th Massachusetts; Kearney with the life
blood of New Jersey—brave men all of them.
They rallied for a desperate charge—one which
has determination in it, when every man feels
that he stands at the gateway of centuries, as
Leonidas stood at Thermopylae. Twenty-four
cannon additional were brought
up. The united divisions, tirni and unyielding as the granite of their native mountains, moved to the

eharg*—onward,

right onward, unheeding
death or life! They came upon the enemy like
a thunderbolt, bore down the
living masses in
front as if they were automatons, sent them
flying over the Held, and captured twelve pieces of
artillery, one brigade, including three
regiments; also Col. Pendleton of the Louisiana battalion, and
ex-Congressmau Lamar of

th** first Georgia regiment
It was the tineale. The enemy was defeated at last. He had come with high
hopes; be
retired discomfltted. It was a brilliant victory. It inspired our troops. Here let me speak
of tin* influence of music. While the light
was going on, Gen. Morrell ordered the bands
to play. For a month they have been silent,
under orders. They gave Yankee
Doodle, the
Star Spangled Benner, and Hail Columbia. It
was like bread to a
man.
The
hungry
troops
felt th** soul-stirring strains, and
forgot that
they w ere tired, hungry, exhausted and ready
to faint.
MAINE TROOPS.

From various

sources we learn that the gallant old “Sunrise State” covered herself with
glory. Her regiments of sturdy farmers, lum-

bermen and mechanics, stood up bravely and

unflinchingly

in the face of the foe.

The lists

of killed ami wounded will show that the Pine
Tree Shite did her whole duty in these days of
fearful trial.

guard,

The seventh

and most

was

in the

rear

heroically they performed

their arduous duties. It is glorious to know
that the brave sons of the “Sunrise State,*’ in
life or in death, honored her.

Abstract Iron the Returns of the dew ral Incorporated Banks In Portland,
A* they existed on the Saturday pre sedinc First Monday iu June, 1802.
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are

ly incomplete and unsatisfactory, and it will
probably be some time before full and accurate
lists can lie made. Many mistakes in name*
are made by telegraph operators and reporters
which we

correct,

far

so

as

can, from
and give them
we

Adjutant General's Report,
a* fast as they eotne to cor knowledge.
The following are among the sick, killed and
wounded in the late battles, who have recently
arrived at Fortress Monroe, Baltimore and
Washington.

the

John O’Connell, do,,
Win. Currier, do., l«oth legs.
Michael Dechan. do., in hand, slightly.
,1. Winslow, Co. R. in cheek.
Daniel Bell. Co. F.
J. A. Stroud, Co. I, In ann.
H. Smith, do., in arm.
G. Bobbins, Co. G. in leg.

reported

a

F. Sherman, in side.

THIRD REGIMENT.

leg.

FIFTH REGIMEnT.

J. F. Bancroft, Co. K, shoulder.
Sergt. L. Goodwin, Co. F, bead, severelv.
M. Rcsy, do., hand.
Lieut. Geo. I. Brown, Co. B, leg, prisoner.
John H. Veazie, do, shoulder, slightly.

B, missing.'
“
“

Owen G. Owens,
David F. Billings,

u

A,

X. D. Dow, Drummer
Corp. B. L. Atkins, Co. F. killed.
Sam'l (>. Curtis
Sergt. T. H. Wooster,
wounded, arm.
Corp. A. J. Tozier,
hand, severe.
S' H. Downs,
side, missing.
A. D. H. Strout,
arm, slight.
John E. Trafton,
missing.
Sergt. F. L. Sherbountc, Co. D, groin, severe.
A. H. House,
missing.

John Connolly,

Hodgkins,
Sergt. E. L. Sterling, Co.
G. W.

E. wounded and

James Campbell, Co. E, wounded, missing.
44
Robert Atherton, 44
44
J. Packard.
Win. Patterson,
head slight.
J. J.

Cunningham,

John Leonard,

44

missing.

44
C. R. Robinson
44
.1. J. Randolph,
44
44
T. Wvinan,
J. Wally.
“•
G. A. York.
C. S. Colby, Co. K, killed.
James Fly,
arm, slight.
44
.1. Winslow,
face, slight.
44
H. Brawn.
hand, slight.
Daniel
Scrgt.
Staples. Co. K, missing.
44
Sergt. J. A. Berlingham.
F. A. Dinsmore, Co. II, killed.
G. C. Rolihins,
wounded in leg.
44
A. Ilines,
thigh, severely.
G. E. Doiihum.
missing.
44
Moses A. Hamden
C. A. Knapp, Co. G, head severe.
.1. B. York,
missing.
W. Stevens.
H. Lufkin, Co. I. arm. slight.
T. Cunningham, Co. I, wrist severe.
T. Stolies,
missing.
M. Hogan,
•*

Janies Stone,

44

44
M. Kenney.
H. Harlow, Co. C, in leg and
R. K. Glover, Co. C, mortally

prisoner.
wouuded and

SIXTH ItKOIMKXT.

E. S. Haywood, Co. E; C. J. Brown, Co. I;
II. Lowell,Co. A: B. F. Robinson,Co. II; Stephen Leighton. G. W. McCardy, Co. G; S. L.
Harman, Co. C: J. .1. Page. Co. E; I). G.
Spencer, Co. C; W. A. Osgood, Co. H; E. P.
Eastman, Co. F.
SEVENTH REGIMENT.

Wm.F. Delaite,Co. I, head; A. D. M.Street,
E. Irwin. Co. H ; S. Harney, Co. D; Corp. N.
S. Burrill, Co. E; G. li. Staples. Co. 11, leg.
EIGHTH REGIMENT.

J.

Emery.

ELEVENTH REGIMENT.

John S. Kelley, severely; W. II. Berricle,
sii k: Serg. J. W. Noyes, fever; W. II. Burrill,
Co. (J, sick.
The follow

ing is

a

is

now

Railroad will be

in

opened

y.frs
In Bethel 27th nit, Mr
G ray. aged 72 years.

review of five comrace, and.public dinthe Houlton Road is

list of the sick and wound-

ed Maine soldiers who arrived at

Washington,
July 5th:
J. C. Harmon,sergeant Co. A, 2d Regiment;
I*. Porter, lieutenant Co. E, 2d do.; Nathan
Stone, Co. G, nth do.; F. E. Price, lieutenant

Co. E, nth do.
A. Hines, 2d Reg., thigh, slightly, arrived at
Washington on the 4th.
N. Stenner, Co. D, nth Reg, arrived at Fortress Monroe.

Londonderry.

TO ARRIYK.

Teutonia.Southampton.Ifew York June 18
Anglo
Saxon.Liverpool.Quebec.June 19
Edinburg..Liverpool.Sew York June 26
New
Tork.Southampton.New York. June 2T»
Hibernian.Liverpool.Quebec_ June 28

Europa.Liverpool.Boston .*June 2H
Eastern.Liverpool.New York July 1
Borussia.Southampton New York July 2
C ity of New York. Liverpool.New York July 2
Fersia.Liverpool.New York. July 6
11 ansa...Southampton New York
July 9

—

ing a new paper we suppose
looked by the publishers.”

we were

Not too late now, Bro. Patten.
send our

daily

spectus,

or

Great

over-

We will

copying our proprincipal points of it, three

H.bemiun.Quebec.Liverpool.July

Edinburg .New York.. Liverpool.July
New York.New T ork Bremen
July

times.

Europa.Boston.. ...Uverpool.July
Eastern. .,..New York Liverpool_ July

Orn Cap.—Who lias swapped caps with the
editor? Ilia head is too big for the one he lias
got in exchange.—[Brunswick Telegraph.
Better get

a

liny

cap,

C..-eat

miles above

City Point,

neighbor.

It is live

where the

in, and the railroad from

comes

or

Sen sets, eve.7 43

ofthe Cumlierland Salt-

Wednesday
Baptist Sabbath Schools in Brunswick.
Portland, Auburn, Yarmouth, Freeport, East
Auburn, New Gloucester and Topsham. Nearly all wen- reported nourishing. The session
was an interesting one.
A few days since we mentioned that
ftco large Itoxes of hospital supplies had gone
more

Since then

we

!

i

A

correspondent
that Peru,

eleven hundred

a

of the Oxford Iiemo-

1

soldiers j

in tin- great Union army.

;

"ff An army correspondent at Jackson.
Tenn., report* (ien, John A. Logan, a demo- \
ocrntic memlier of Congress, as saying in a

s|M-ech

at

around

tliat

by

He had

place,

that "he hail been nosed

politicians long enough.
enough of the cursed institution,

|

southern

seen

j

aud he would not sheathe his sword until it
was

wiped

From

from the land.”
Fifth

the

Capt. F. It. li tmus
yesterday a private

Maine

Regiment.—

of

letter from the South, in

mortally, the other but slightly. The

one

of the wounded

was

given us,

but

name
as

In pursuance of rennlsition and anfhoritv from the

President of the United State*, ftie Governor and
Pomniaiider-in-Phief orders and directs,
1st—That two additional Volunteer Regime"t* of

Infantry, for tin* service of the Government, he vised
and organized forthwith. The Seventeenth wil' rendezvous at Portland and the Eighteenth at Bangor
The
exigency of the occasion » such that the utmost
Uf Sch Dixie waa sold at auction at Philadelphia
exited if mu and vigilance I* required
for 91700.
2d—Whereas the ununitormed Militia of this State,
j
constituted as provided by chapter ten of tire Rcised
DISASTERS.
Statutes, and subset)nent acts, is subject to active dutv
A letter from ( apt Luce, of ship Eliza F Mason, of
in rase of insurrection, war. invasion, or to prevent
March 30, lat 14 S, Ion 31 W, which report* ner 29
invasion, or to he mustered into tlie serv ice of the
days from New York for Melbourne, states that when
United State*. U|»on a requisition marie upon the Gov8 Java out, encountered a fearful gab* from 85V, ami
ernor and < onunander-iu-t hief
by the President of
while running before it. at 1 o'clock AM. a sea broke
the United States, by virtue of the Constitution and
over the qnarter, sweeping oterboard the 2d officer,
Acts of t ongresa," and the exigency having arisen,
j
llenry V Stearns, of ( aiais, together w ith the ship s
wl.en the Governor and Pommandrr-iu-Phicf is aubinnacle, compasses and lamp. At the time of writ- i thorized and reouired to call the said nnaniformed
ing the letter a Brazilian sch was in sight, and < apt ! Militia, or a portion thereof, into actual service; it hi
L waa going to board her to procure a compass.
ordered that the Major Genera) of each Division in
this State take measures forthwith for the organiFOREIGN PORTS.
/arion of all the
of Infantry from the enrolled, nn uniformed Militia of his command, be the
At Port Spaiu 20th ult. bark Sea Eagle. Howes, for
issue of orders forthwith to the Orderly Sergea t* of
Turks Island; brigs Isadora, Head, fm Philadelphia,
such companit-s to call out their companies without
disg; Nathan. Means, do do, and would load to return; sch J Morton, from Baltimore. di*g.
delay, for the election* of officers, returns whereof are
to Is- made to tire Adjutant General forthwith. After
At Cat Island 27th ult, ach Dwight Davidson, for
the receipt of such returns, orders will be
New York next day.
promulgated for the organ i/at ton of two regiments of Militia
At Arroyo —th uit, bark Evening Star, Mansfield,
in each division, to be formed and constituted from
for New Haven 3 davs; sells Sally Lay, for do 6; Telsaid
detachment
or
detail. It i* excompanies by
egraph. Rogers, for Norwich 2; Larlaud, Norton, for
New York 10.
pected that this dutv of calliug out rompanie- and
At Trinidad 29th ult. bark T B Bartram, Nichols,
electing officers thereof, will be performed in
tin- shortest possible time after the receipt of this orfor New York: brigs Angostura, Mahlniau, fordo:
der.
Leom Downs, Paine, fordo 5 days; Progressive
Sd—All the members of the ununiformed MiHtia
Age. Wording, for Falmouth do; A llorta. Orcutt,
will be relieved from service under this order, upou
At Rc-medios 19th ult, brig* Lorana. Wade, from
enlisting iu either of the regimeut* of Maine Volunteers already iu the Held or now being raised for the
lWtou. ar 17th; Stepheu Duncan, and Anna D TorJ service of the Putted States, in which case each will
rev, uuc.
Ar at St John NB 2d inst, sch* Highlander, Ken- I receive a premium of two dollars, one month s advance
and a bounty of twenty-five dollars iu adney, Bangor; Alpiue, Deer Islaud.
pay,
vance.
To those who join a regiment already iu the
field, the advance jury and bouutv will be made each
SPOKEN.
upon his muster individually into the service. If be
June 17. lat 16 25, Ion 69. was signalized an Amerijoins a new regimeut, he wifi receive his advance pay
can bark, steering SSW, showing a red signal with
upon tire muster of his company into the service, anil
black letter in it.
hi- advance bounty upon
the mustering of hi* regiJune 3), no lat, Ac. was seen a berm brig, steering !
ment, making the total amount which ne wil! have
S, showing a signal red at top and bottom and white
received, upou the muster-in of his regimeut, Forty
in the centre.
Dollars.
July 2, lat 39 24. Ion 68 10. was seen bark Locy El- t
In addition to the foregoing, at the expiration of
leu, Soule, from Sagua for Falmouth E.
hi.- term of eniistmeut. or upon hi* honorable dis!
July 2. lat X* 31, Ion 69 40. brig L T Knight, Park,
charge from service, he will receive a further cash
from Bangor for Tortuga*.
dollars, which, in the event of
bounty of
July 3, iu South Channel, brig Baron de €b*tinr,
Iris death, is (suable to his family.
from Castine for IVmarara.
will receive authority In writing
Recruiting
agent*
July 4, off Cape May, bark D C Murray, from Mafrom tIk* Adjutant General, and such other persons
tanzas lor New York.
a* may hereafter be designated.
—

j

of the “Cadets” received

which it was stated that of Co. U, Fifth Maine
Regiment, but two men had lieen wounded—
one

A r© err a. July 6, 1 Jt.
GENERAL ORDERS. No. 16.

Companies

little town containing

inhabitants, has sixty

NEWS.1

j

forts.

I ff

19

CLEARED.

learn that ;

Capt. Samuel L.
large )>ortioii of his time to the humane work of procuring and forwarding such
supplies, and to him our Maine sick soldiers
are largely indebted for many ot their com-

erat states

morn_

Srh Columbine, (Br) McNeil. Chcverie NS. master.
Sch Matanza*. Blake. New York, M B Sickrrson.
Sell Rosa. Sawyer. Boston, J B Brown & Sons.
Sch Tyro, Story, Bangor, master.

packed and forAllen, of that city,

a

—

Moon sets,

and St John NB
Steamer Chesapeake. Crowell, New York.

have been

warded.

devotes

STATE OF SAME.

Eaatpoit

the

boxes

WASUBCKX, Ja.

JosgrH B. Hall, See'y of Stale.

Mm4b7, J«l7 7.
ARRIVED.
Brig Charles, (Bi) Smith, Windsor NS.
Srh Mary Laugdoii, Pie k ham. New York.
Sch liardsc'abble, t.regory. New York.
Sch Exchange, Sou.e, Boston.
Seh Jernsha Baker. Barlierick, Boston.
Sch B'ue Sea, Littlejohn. Har|isweM.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston for

place inTopsham,
Reports were made from

last.

formed Militia of the .State.
IsIIAKI,
By the Oorernor.

six

Appomatox
Petersburg

bath School Convention took
on

(ienrral Orders will be I seed immediately,
giving
antboritpfor raising new Krgiments of Infantry. and
fur calling into actual service a portion of the unuai-

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Baptist Sabbath School Convention.

anniversary

|

MARINE

terminates.

—Tile 8th

country!

9
12
12
12
12
Id
19
19
2H
28

MINIATURE ALMANAC Tu.-dav. jujt |
Sun rises, morn. 4 2d I length of davs.lft 17

Turkey Bend.—This point on the James
river, which is to be the new basis of supplies
of Gen. McClellan, is alsnit twenty-live miles
from Richmond by the course of the river, and
about fifteen in a direct line.

rtriotism;

TO PFPART.

Arabia. Boston.Liverpool.Julv
Auglo Saxon.Quebec.Liverpool.Julv
Teutonia.New York Liverpool
Julv
C ity of Baltimore*.New York.
Liverpool.July
Scotia.New York Liverpool.Julv

to any paper

the

An additional number of
troops is required br the
of the public service, and if raised immedibelieved br those who have tin- best means
stery
ol anowledge. Hist the war wilt lie
bronght toa sieedy
and glonons uwue. Of this number the Preakirut
at
the I nlted States desires aud
expects that Maine
should furnish her proportion or
quoin.
our gallant and patriotic Slate lias done her
whole
duty in the past, and she will not tklter nor fall ia the
present nor in the fhturc.
That 1st material interests may he
protected and
advanced, that tranouility and peace mar be restored
throughout the laud, that the ( .institution and tho
l uion, which have been to us all the source of un®nr be pn-served; that
of which tlicy were the inspiration aud are the Liberty,
selected
guardians, may be saved, and that the light of one
great example may shine brighter and brighter, to
guide, to clieer and to bless the nations. To a d ia
all these. I invoke of the neopie of this State a
prompt
and hearty muonse to this new demand
upon their
and mar they all unite in the work that
beiorc them, each laboring in his owu
sphere, doing w hat lie can by his examp'r. influence and nupatliv—prof.-rrilig his treasure, his time, Ms streugth,
his heart, and his highest hope to the cause of Us

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the
regular lint*. The steamers for or from
Liverpool call at
Queenstown, except the C anadian line, which call at

attempted
“glittering

Eiicctiti Diriirrar,
Aioista. July 4,190.
People of Maine:

exigency
it Is

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

political glory on that
generality,'’ but got so badly cracked as to be
scarcely worth hanging?
‘-We
^r"The Somerset Farmer says:
should have been happy to have published the
Prospectus of the Daily Press, and thereby received it« daily visits, but in the hurry of startto

To the

9 PM.

EF-l ’ike, of the Augusta Age, proposes to
inscribe upon his party banner only the wodIs,
"The Constitution and the l'll ion." and says,
“in this sign we compier.” Has Pike forgot-

we

unable to learn which of the two it was, j
we forbear to publish the name.
i
were

'iff- William Bartlett, a carrier boy of the
Bangor Timex, had his left hand badly shattered by the bursting of an overcharged pistol, ;
j

seventy-five

By order of the Ponuuauder-iu-Phief.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
JOHN L. HODS DON,
FRANCISCO. Ar 28th ult. ships Yorick.
dkw tf
Adjutant General.
Soule. Now Yolk Dec .30; Flying Scud. Harding, do
Feb28; Southern Cross, Howes, Boston Feb 18.
1*0KT ROYAL SC. Going iu 2d, brig Surah I*e- I
on the 4th.
i ters, from New York.
Node*.
ritU«A DELPHI A. Ar 4th, barks Lnuretta. Wells,
iff The Bangor Timex says that a son of
fllHE Annual Meeting of the Stockholder* of the
Trinidad; Mendi, Smith.New Orleans; brigs Torrent,
1 Portland (.as Light Company will be held at
Mr. Daniel T. Eldridge of Ellsworth, was
(•mil, Trinidad; Calvert. Miller. Port Spain; Wm
th.-ir office. No. 22 Exchange Street, on Wednesday,
Clark, (Tawford, Cardenas; I sola, ( riftin, Bangor;
drowned on Wednesday afternoon in Union
for the election of
the Pith teat., at 8 o'clock, P. M
i schs Gum Rock. Parker. Ponce l'K; Flora King. 31cof! cevs, the acting upon the Reports of the Director*
river. He*was sixteen years old.
|1 Kurland, Arecibo PK; E (. Willaid, Parsons, Portanti Treasurer, and the transaction of busiue** that
laid.
n»av properly come before the meeting,
Also ar 5th, brig Sea Lark, O'Neil, Key West via
Sy'The Annual Convention of the Episcojul&odtd EDWARD H. DAVIES. President.

pal

Church in this State, will commence Its

session iu Gardiner tomorrow.
Bovs Drowned.—Last Saturday afternoon
lad named D. F. lilacklock, aged nine years,
was drowned in the Kennetiee, directly hack
of the Custom House at Bath, while bathing.

a

His father is
same

2 ^ “We learn from a Woodstock paper that
work has been recommenced on the railroad
and vigorously prosecuted. The rails have
Is'cn laid up across the South Richmond road,
within two miles of the Terminus, and as the
men are working a
day and a quarter in the
twenty four hours a very brief time will comthe
connection.
Trains have already run
plete
up within two miles of the Houlton Road.—
I’robaldy hy the middle of July passengers will
lie carried through from St. Andrews to the
Houlton Road terminus.

7.45 AM and 2 PM.

EASTERN—A rrives at 1 46 PM Closes at 12 M.
SIEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from Eastport Me, 8t
Jobu NB and the British Province**. Tuesday and
Friday mornings. Closes Moudavs and Thursdays
at 4 PM.
El ROPE, via Quebec—Closes every Friday at 12 M
CANADA—Arrives at 1 46 PM. doses at 12 M.
Col N I'KY MAILS—Arrives about 5 I’M. Closes at

of a cannen. Joseph Mason lost one of
his thumbs by the same explosion.

soar

Daniel Young, formerly of

Oflce Mail Arraageawuts.
WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 8 PM. Cloaca at

charge

to

STATE OF .VARE.

Pwrtlnasd Past

Accident.-—Ezra Mason, of Monroe, lost
his arm on the Fourth by the premature dis-

celebrated Southern Hell

NEW ADVERTISEMENT8L

copy.)

well D-marks, marks a new era ill the
progress
of Aroostook.

a

Sparkling Sea. Munson. Key West;
Orcutt, New York; Corinthian,
Tapley, Providence; Geo Gfllnm. Butler, Hartford;
Bucentaur, Delano, New London; Gulena, Smith;
Geo Henry, Coombs, and Romeo,
Lawry, Boston;
Julia Frances, Walton. Cambridge: J B Mvera,
Smith, Gloucester: Mary Fanow, Condon, Dighton.
BATH. Ar5tli, sch Exeter, Snow, Boston.

In Georgetown 4th inst, Capt Nehcmiah Baker,
aged 54 years 11 mos.
In Bath 4th inst, Mrs Winnie Buccannon,
aged 35

The managers are to have a
celebration on that day at St.

grand opening
Andrews, consisting of a
panies of volunteers, boat

York.
Cld 6th. bark
schs Hattie Annan,

In this city 4th inst, Henry Drummond Paine, son
of Henrv L and Hannah J Paine, aged 3 vears.
In Weal Falmouth 4th inst, Capt Isaac Leighton,
aged 79 years.
In Standish 6th inst, Almira E, daughter of Joseph
and Mary Webster.
In Foxcraft 21st ult. Mary Jane, wife of Mr John
Thayer, and daughter of the late Jacob H Jones.Esq.
of Yoxcraft, aged 42 years. [Portland Mirror
please

the Houlton Road

to

1

_DIED

the 10th Inst

on

Atlantic, Toole, do; Col Higgins. Hopkins, De:iuia;
Rough A Ready. Xchorn. and Sol Francis, Cottrell,
Salem; Flatten Sea, Poland. Bristol; H Clark, Call,
Portsmouth; Lunker Sue. Lawry, and Fannie Mitchell. Hamilton. Portland; Danube. Kendall. Bath.
Also ar6th, sclis Express, Wentworth; Calilemia,
Spiller; Accommodation. Johnson; H Crosbv. Nye;
Ann Parker, Wells, and E M Wells, Fox. Biwtou;
Helen McLeod. Williams, Salem; Samuel, Amee,

In Cape Elizabeth, by S Hubbard. Esq,
Capt Cbas
J Willard to Miss Elizabeth E Graft'am, both of C E.
In Paris 2d inst, Mr Daniel W Allen, of Bethel, to
M rs Fannie A Farwell, of P.
In Gilead 16th ult, Mr Henry Wight, of G, to Miss
Mary W Stevens, of Andover.’
In Boston 2d inst, Mr William E Whitmore to Mias
M Jennie, daughter of E P Swett, Esq, both of Bath.

St. Andrews Railroad.—We learn from
Time* that the St Andrews

forward from Bath.

II. J. Reynolds, Co. C, leg. slight.
S. G. Meh her,
missing.
Frank S. Smith,
44
.W. H. Jones,
Samuel T. Gilman, Co. I, arm shattered.
Win. Connelly, Co. F, shoulder.
John McDonald, Co. F, shoulder.
J. S Wormcll, urin.
R. Richards, Co. C, hand.
E. G. Bradbury, <'o. C,shoulder.
Win. II. Everett, Co. C, head.
M. Cary, Co. H.
Charles II. True, Co. II,hand.
Win. Sawyer, Co. C.
(’has. H. Wallace, Co. B. thigh.
Win. Larrals-e, Co. C; Col. N. J. Jackson;
Lieul. Atwood. Co. F; Capt. E.G. Brown. Co.
II; Capt. B. M. Stevens, Co. B: Lieut. SanIsirn: Corp, J. n. Hyde: Sears Lamont, Co.
C; < apt. Noyes, Capt. Barrows, Jus. Porsell,
G. Winslow. ('o. K; Corp. U. A. Norton, shoulder; Win. Devereau. hand; A. J. Whitehouse;
I. icut. Col. Heath, killed.

Sprout, 11.

HARRIED.

the Aroostook

seren

prisoner

Daniel

——--•

Col. Nash, who is absent sick. All honor to
the heroic sons of the I’ine Tree State.

ten that
Co.

#300’.do.109}

#7.237 .do. 109?
825.205 .do.Ho4
8145 United State* .Inlv f'mitwina
I.hj.

etc. The station on
within four miles of Houlton Village, and the
o|M-ning of the road to that station, the Timet

Geo. A. Bramlinll, Co. B. left hand.

Joseph Grindle,
John X. Grindle,
Peter Carney,
Alvah IL Godfrey,

like tigers, and never flinched. The
Seventh, especially, was placed in the
most dangerous position, that of
covering the
rear during the change of position, and behaved like heroes. They were constantly under heavy Are, but escaped with comparatively
slight injury. All the officers are well except
Maine

ner.

FOURTH REGIMENT.

Co.

#1,200.do.|03

North.

prisoner.
Adjutant L. P. Mudgett.
Ca| t. Emerson. Co. E, wounded severely.
H. A. Turner. Co. A, hand and
J. Plow, Co. K.
Horace Church, Co. B, sick.
Sergt. M. Good* in. in leg.
J. M. Larkins, in shoulder.

84,000.do.Htf'j
$37.000.
do. 10(1
•140 United State* l>emand Note*.. ...106
#206 American Gold.109}

EiT"
MeRuer,
Rangor,
charge of the steamer Louisiana, which is fitted
up as a floating hospital, and is the largest
floating hospital in the federal service. She
was in Washington on
Sunday, June 20th. and
wits to leave for the South in a few days for
more sick and wounded soldiers to
bring

.laities Smith, Co. I, wounded in hand.

A. Hinds, do., in leg.
Lt. Col. Varney, missing, since

£4.000.do.104'
#2,500.do. l«<jr

fought

of

lears; Tropic. fVom Manila.
T
«l»e Bav. brig Mausanillu, from Cardenas.
( d 5th, barks Beni
Burgess. Snow. Cienfoegos;
Lucoi ia. Bearse, Baltimore: brig Alfred, Bullock,
D< inarara; sch Conrov, Cook. Eaetport.
Also cld 7th, brig Billow. Cottrell, Baltimore.
SALEM. Ar 6th, sch Thomas C Bartlett, Hallett.
Calais.
CALAIS. Sailed4d. brig Almira, Preatey, Wickford.
KASTFORT. Ar 26th, schs Sarah Bernice, Callagan, Boston; 28th, Ocean Bridf. Swain, and Hebe,
Ludlow, do.
Cld 28th, sch Gertrude, Cassidy, New York.
BANGOR. Ar 4th, brig Forest State, Hardman.
Boston; schs Henrietta, Toole; Abaco. Fletcher, and

£7,500.do.lftlj

Maine Troops.—The

of the

HOAMES'HOLE. Ar 5th, brig C harles H Frost,
llopkit a. Cardenas for orders.
BOSTON. Ar 5th. bark Mary C Porter. Memcora.
Goree 2d ult; brig Monte Criato, Churchill, Goi.aive*
17th ult ; schs Mary Elisabeth, Higgins, Leprcaux X
B; Ida Morton,
Thompson, Bristol.
Also ar 6th. hark Edmund Dwight,
Cunningham,
Surinam 18tli nit; sclis N Jones, Wooster. Hancock;
Manchester, Williams, Franklin; Sea Bird, Shaw,
Cherryheld.
Also ar 7th. ships Revere, Kocko.
Liverpool May
28: Wallace, Lane. New Orleans 11th ult. Pass 13th,
in ballast; brig Pico, Burrill. GonaivesHsf ult; schs
Trude Wind. Baxter, Menton May 23. pa*»ed Cibral♦er 6th ult; Odd Fellow, Gove, ( alais; Donworth,
Btadbtirv, Macliias; Spy, Phil Him, Bangor; Alb-khan,
Stahl, Waldoboro: Maine, Williams, klallowell; Gold
Hunter, Rogers, York.
Telegraphed, ships James Hovey, from New Or-

#6.000 .do. 101]
$1,200 United State* 7 3-10 Treasury Note*. 10*-*

Maine troops in the army before Richmond
have covered themselves with glory. They

Dr.

SECOND REGIMENT.

Sergt. C. Bridges,
Corp. K. Tibbetts,
Corp. W. A. Brown

Gallantry

necesari-

^iled

Bangor.

BROKERS* BOARD. BOSTON, July 3.
81.500 United State* C oupon Sixes (1881).1011

The list of soldiers Killed and wounded in
tile late battle* before Richmond

*

none

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

Maine's Share.

fifteen thousand

posite Port Royal Island, with the evident
intention of driving our troops from Port Royal
ferry, so that Beaufort would be at their mercy. Troops and gunlioats were en route for
the exposed locality, and and no fears were
entertained of a conflict, should one take
place.

495 80

i

Gouldsboro.
KA«T I.KKKNWK'H.
Ar 4th. nh* Kbwn*.
Caudage, Rockland ; 5th, Van Buren, Wall,C alais for
Prov Ulence
FALL RIVER. Ar 4th, sch
Ospray, Wentworth,
Bangor.
YARMOLTHPORT. Sailed 30th, ach Rochester,
Hutchins, Gardiner.
PLYMOUTH,
2d, sch Betsey Ames, Call,
w

by the State officials.
The New York Herald lias a letter from
Hilton's Head, June 30th, which states that
the enemy were appearing in
strong force op-

7
115
18.030 43
169,145 61

Se]

3.500

Kastport

six

securetl

none.

1,271

PROVIDENCE. Ar 4th, bark Abd el Kader, ElArdroasan; sch Baines Bliss, Hatch, Bai.gor.
Also ar 4th, ach K Arcukarius. Husk el I, Pictou.
Sailed 5th, sch Ann Wallace, Millbridge.
BRISTOL. Ar 4th. ach Adelaide, ( lark,Ellsworth.
*
NEWPORT. Ar 4th, schs Wilson C rawford, Munfor Philadelphia; Caroline Grant, Preuson,
se v, ( alais for New York.
I’A WTL'CKET.
Ar 6th. aeb Xslcom, Jodm,

being

10,586 44

20.096 66
476,327 98

Kitterv.

dridge,

days’ lighting
prisoners, was estimatSome placed It higher,
or

Gsteomh. Portland.

Alf> cld 5th. aliip Calhoun, Truman. Liverpool.
NEW HAVEN
Ar 2d.-rh Dolphin, Kosebrooka,
Ea-tport; Zicavo, Murch. ( alais.
MYSTIC. Ar 4th, schs Jenny Lind, Rathbone,

Seventeen hundred sick anti wounded soldiers are to be sent to Rhode Island to be cared for. and cotnfortable quarters are

none.

the

28.207

wounded and

to lie nearer the truth.

Saturday preced ng the First Monday in January, 1862.
1 00,000
Capital stock,7.77777.77777777 200.000 j 000.000
~T026,000 f 280,000 T287,660
"lhoSfif
J 104.804
I 176.601
53,991
278,858
Circulation.
92,891
117.493
83,876
Net Profits on hand,.i 62.888 a*> 108.791 10 (16.001 83
15.080 81
11.932 08
1,!I9M 29
80,988 82
Halanccs due to other Hanks,. ;
126
14.773 33
13.049 05
0.050 90
8.742 86
3,358 34
none.
Deposits,.1 67,328 95 192,216 23 : 187,497 57; 117.001 80 102.190 26 116,704 23 12,009 19
none.
do.
none.
none.
13.733
none.
none.
bearing interest.
none.
j
on

killed,

ed at fifteen thousand.
but Lieut, Whiting believes

430 20

2,600 I
11,847 97

j

6,200

none.
none.

81,255 38

j

none,

26

10.024

494,750 49

:

Pc.

6.864 96

I

31,996

19.209 33

500
42.402 48'
I 2.678 I
12,309
!
i
3,855
7,470
40,675 13 134.783 80

19.218
13.000
16.038
6,906
|
1,442
80.35**06 121.169 17 ! 30.218 50 123.520 14
289,045 94 1,084,530 381, 104,775 84: 771.870 30

('•mpliai.re,

He is positive that we lost but one selge gnn
and one wagon. Ail the supplies wen- got
away in safety. This information he got from
the officers in Geo. McClellan’s camp on Monday, evening, when tile full extent of our loss
was known.

* 00,000
*025.000
£000,000
*300.000
*260.000
*100 000
: 80,022
I 188.314
6*2.470
292.526
115.172
75,954
j 134.749
00,599 32 100,922 15 09.830 43
9.929 84
10,188 40: 38.927 21
1,104 32
19,509 67
3.678 25
1,610 04
4.170 09
24.926 59
none.
19,110 43
101,946 52 261,441 56 1 90.033 11 107.485 91 113.521 30 202,697 80 16,878 70
none.
none.
none.
18.822
I
2.275
none.
none.

Hills in Circulation.
Net Profits on hand.
Halances due to other Hanks,.

As

Bank

j

brig* Nautilus,-, Pernambuco, Renshaw,Pierce,
< adiz; Lizzie Treat, Crowell. Za/a, F.I King, Feul**r, Mstanzas; schs Win Buttman. Smart, Belfast;

h Items of War Nf.wr.—Lieut.
arrived at Providence on Friday, from
the army, hat ing lost an arm by a cannon
shot.

Mechanics

Mau.kTr's Merchants
Bal k,
Bank,

I

Vabtoi

Whiting

Mitchell,
was

a

soldier iu the Maine 7th.

afternoon
at

a

little

sou

The

of Mr. James

the north part of the same

city,

drowned.

i ff- We learn from the Oxford Democrat

King of Bethel, fell
backward from the upper piazza of the Bethel
house, a distance of twenty feet, turning a
complete summersault iu falling. His thigh
bone was broken, but he fortunately escaped
without further ii\)ury and Is now doing well.
that

a

son

of Mr. Isaac

SAN

I

Pt.rt Kov»l 8«\
Cld 6tb. ship New Kiigiand, Edge. Ship Island;
bark Old Hickory, Mead, Bel last I.
Wanted.
NEW YORK. Ar 4th, ship Lawrence. Johnson,
SITUATION on a Farm for a smart, active boy,
Liverpoo May 15; bark Zingarella, Bunker, KioJa18 year* old, who is used to the business.
neiro42; brig H Young, Come, Stonington; schs Ira
For further information inquire at
Hiisa, Weeks. Arroyo PR; Rio Small, Shulee NS 12;
CONGRESS STREET.
JuIH—2wd
j N* w Haven, Glover, Philadelphia for Boston; Calms
: Packet, Hatch. Calais; Mary E
(.age, Drisko. Addison; Annie Edith. Nash. Harrington; E 11 Nash,
Fifth.
Cole, Mill bridge. Albert Jainesoi., Jameson. Rocklaud; E<luul. Kelley; Cosmos, >j»oar, and Gentile, ; •\d kl k QUINTALS Nice English Codfish.
list do.
do.
do.
Pollock.
Getchell, do; steamer ('limprakr, Crowell.Portlaed.
Also ar 5tli, ship* Klora Southard, Woodworth.Cay 1 Cargo.* of Schooners Flora and Sarah, now landing,
and tor sale by
1 aneis 10: Planter. Dak. Port Ro\ al 72; brig MilGEORGE TREFKTHEN k CO.
wsukie. Brown, Sagna 13; schs Hvrantiutn, Small,
*dlw
July 8th, 1*62.
E. zubefhport for Gardiner; P Tinker, McDonald, ;
Calais; l'S Lindsey. Ricker. Bangor; John, Faulkin :hant. Cutler.
Also ar 5th, bark Casco. Ganlner, Trinidad; brigs
Sea Lion, Jarvis. Port Royal SC; Mary Lowell,
Johnsor. York River; Forrest, Sawyer. (
Bargains will be given to those who wish
X to purchase Gra*e*tore* or Monument* of any
sc.:-* Wai Eagle. Hodgdon, Trinidad; D Davidson, !
j Kttchum, < st Island; M Rogeis. Farreu, EJeutbeia, j description. Those who will favor me with a call
sha" be satisfied that they are buying a good article
Tyroue, Mitchell. Mill bridge
at he lowest price.
St Louis, Berry. Glasgow ; Lucinda,
Cld 5th,
Smith, Bristol; Kt George, Cloaieluud, Montevideo;
Shop on Forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cemetery,
Steveus' Plain*.
hurks John Fyfe. StH-rwo«l. Glasgow; Corinne,
J. H. COOK.
)e00—3«n
liaugs, Antwerp: E A Chase, Ihjwncy, New Orleans;

V

1

GRAVESTONES.

heriylield;

C100D

ship*

|

r—'-giftTiti-i-ti-b

■

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

The Pint Maine

the celebration.

|oined in

were

in uniform, bore

flag,

and

“At about

a

very handsome Unioi
a drum am I

flfe. Their appearance was very satisfactory
Owing to some misunderstanding, a place ii
the procession was not assigned them, and the;
were thus deprived of a view of the beautifu I
■

tableaux on State street. At about 2 o'cloc!
they sat down to a dinner at the Freemai

House, provided by Mr. Hay,

at

the expens

city. The table was luxuriously am
ahundautly supplied. The good things rapid
ly disappeared, and high satisfaction reigned
dinner over, they were afforded an opportunity
to witness the Regatta.
On their way hofhe
they were invited to the Alms House grounds
for a rest and to partake of a lunch and lemon
ade, lilierally afforded by the Overseers.
It w as a grand occasion for the boys, anr
will be long remembered. The. City does wel
in theirfostering care of this Institution, ami
by such courtesies, offer an incitement tc
the continued good behavior of the boys
w hich will insure a future opportunity for reof the

laxation.
Dark Not tight. —This remark
was made n day or two since by a burly look“loc

ing

boy of flfteeu years, to another lad of about

his own age—a pale-faced, delicate
and whom he had been tantalizing,

youth.—
with.tlx
fight. “No, Char-

object of provoking him to
lie, I dare not fight. X have no ill will toward!
you, and am sorry only to hear you talk in that
manner to me.
Hut, Charlie, were it in mj
power to save you from death by fighting
I would do all I could.” The rough boy’i
heart was touched at this, and, extending hit
hand he said,—“I believe you. Come over into
yard and I will give you a pretty pair ol

our

boys

The

pigeons.”

w

alked off

together,
we are quite
with

heart* hrimfull of kindness, and

certain that our own was filled with

a

I letter

feeling towards our fellow mortals, through
the force of this touching example.
Installation.—We understand that Rev.
A. F.

last night
signal rockets of alarm were tired from Layfayette Square, and the long roll was beaten.
It was done to test the1 promptness of the forces
here, and resulted most satisfactorily.
Without intending any invidious comparison, I
think the First Maine battery worthy of speeial mention. They are stationed in Trivoii
circle, about a mile above St. Charles Hotel.
In ten minutes after the tiring of the first rocket an orderly reported at the St. Charles that
the battery was mounted ami awaitiug orders.
Gens, lfutlcr and Shepley complimented Capt.
Thompson very highly on the efficiency of his
command.’’

Heard, recently

—

White House.—Benj. .1. Lossing, the historian, states that the White House on the
Pamtinkey, which was burned on the retreat
of the right wing of Gen. McClellan's
army,
was not the one which sheltered
Washington
during his honeymoon, as has been alleged, nor
does the estate belong to the rebel General
Lee. This mansion, he says, jiossessed no
claim to our reverence than any other
one belonging to a rebel
family on the peninsular. The facts of the case are thus statod
more

by

Mr.

“The *\\ hite House’ where Washington resided with his bride (the owner) during the

first few weeks of his married lit<* was demolished many years ago. and the late
building,
somewhat different in form, was erected upon
its site. This estate, as well as that of
Arlington. near Washington city, was the property
of the late G. W. P. Custis, the grandson of
Mrs. Washington. Mary Custis. the wife of
the rebel General Lee. is the sole heir of Mr.
Custis, and all his property wiil remain in her
possession, according to the provisions of his
will, during her natural life. and then become
the patrimony of her children. One of her
sons, formerly an officer in the army of the
United States, but now colonel of a rebel
ment at Kiehnioiid, has, since his
marriage in
1859, been the occupant of the ‘White House’
and surrounding estate, the property of his
mother. 1 repeat that the late -White House'
Was never seen by Washington, and that the
estate is not the property of the "rebel General
Lee.” Mrs. Lee, his wife, is my authority for
the assertion.”

regi-

Fourth

Invited to the pastorate
of Central Church, Bath, is to be Installed on
Tuesday, August 12th. Sermon by Rev. R.

judges

D. Hitchcock, D. D., of Union Thelogical Sem-

tional

N'ew York

inary,
City, of which Mr. Beard is
Mr. B. is a young man of great
a graduate.
promise—a ripe scholar, a profound thinker, a
chaste and forcible writer—and he goes to one
of the most inviting and pleasant fields of la-

He is worthy of his

lwir In the State.

new

Lossing:

mense

of

July

at

Poutkk.—An im-

of jieople, estimated by good
to exceed five thousand, assembled at

eoncoursc

Porter to celebrate the

birthday.
including a company

anniversary of our namilitary companies,
of cavalry, were present

Several

and added much to the interest of the occasion.
The address was delivered by John S. Walker
of Cornish.

The great masses throughout this
section of the State are earnest and patriotic

people, yet it was

charge, and the church is worthy of him. The
parish occupies one of the most iieautifn!

there an- still

church edifice* in the State, is free from debt,
and always ha* a surplus fund in its Treasury,

bclliion has

a

obvious to the looker on that

few in this

region

whose affec-

tion for our “southern brethren” in armed renot fully died out.
It waa. however. a

pleasant

very

and

quiet celebration.

and yet we doubt if there are many parishes in
the State that have done more for outside char-

ities and enterprise* of true benevolence.
A Rebel Cavalry Horse in Portland—Mr. B. F. King, of this city, but recently returned from the seat of war, ha* in his possession a horse which was captured from the reliel

cavalry In
liattle

valley of Shenandoah, at the
of Bolivar Heights. This horse received
the

wound from

a

satire,

a

the

across

left fore-

shoulder, leaving a scar some eight inches in
length. We saw the animal a* he appeared on

Square,

since, haniessed
Into a wagon And from the steady “old Dobbin,”
manner with which he surveyed
passing scenes,
one would little imagine him to have been the
“chatgwng war steed” which he evidently once
Market

a

day or

two

was.

Liquon Seizure.—Last Thursday the
of Thomas Sands of Gorham

was

hotel

searched

by

officer Hall, who found and seized some twenty gallons of liquor. At the same time, officer

Parker marched the premises of Charles Guptin. and found all the implements of the traffic,
but found no

liquors. After a protracted search
lie found a twenty gallon keg of the poorest
new rum in the woods near by, which he seized.
The complaints were made by the selectmen
of Gorham, in accordance, we understand, with
a

vote

sued

of the town, and the warrants were isHon. H. D. McLellan.

by

A Thoughtful Horse.—On

Saturday

af-

ternoon last, a horse breaking away from one
of our stables, came down through Middle
street at a
comer

Gilpin-like speed.

rattling

like a

thunder bolt towards a group of young children, on perceiving whicli the noble animal inshort and slow trot,
up”
the roast clear, away he dashed

stantly
until seeing

into

a

down Cross street, witli the speed oftlie wind.
Under ordinary circumstances there would
have been

iowiikb All 1.1. blown

i,p.—Yes-

terday morning, at about quarter past eight
o’clock, the two wheel mills at the Gorham
powder mill were blown up, killing one man
instantly, and injuring two others so seriously
that they cannot possibly recover. Some others were slightly wounded.
The loss in stock must lie quite
large, judging from the report, which shook buildings iu
all directions.

The

name

of the man killed was

Augustus Little of Windham. Fatally Injured-Mark Varney of Windham, and Albert
Glidden of New Hampshire. At the time of
the explosion, the workmen were
removing the
“charges" from the mills. Cause of explosion
unknown.

£7 Bm. Gilman of the Portland Press,
says a friend of his, well qualified, wants to ole
tain a situation as a country editor. A friend
of ours, a very intimate one, wants to obtain a
situation as a city editor—not so much for his
own benefit, as for that of the
paper he may
edit. He thinks that a country importation or
two would freshen the life "of
city papers,
though he thinks it would not add to their
greennet*.—(Bridgtou Reporter.
Perhaps Bro. Lamson w ould like a city Editorship himself. Of course he don't want to
change location* for his own benefit. Oh no!
He is too unselfish for that. The gentleman
we mentioned as
lieing desirous of a situation
was our

associate in the

Aroostook Herald,

and possesses in an eminent degree the
qua lifleations for a good country editor.

When near the

of Cross street he came

“broke

uokiiam

,rr- Big

snow

Washington.

drifts

are

Enterprising

yet visible

on

Mt.

tourists must find

it somewhat cool up there.

By

Bolton” is informed that his letter will

appear in

a

day or

two.

LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.

weeping mother, somewhere.

a

£y*One

of

“Dodd’s Carvers” informs us

that the company was raised for three months,
and they were uniformed by the State of Massachusetts instead of by Capt. Dodd, as we

yesterday. The company was tilled up
in ten days.
Ep-The heat of the weather was marked
on Munjoy by Thermometer on
Sunday last
at 92" Faranheit at 3 o'clock, P. M.: and at 82°

Gen. Hooker's Division fearfully reijurerl—
U. 8. Senators going home to reeruit—Another Skirmish
before Bichmond—1000
Hebei Prisoners and three Batteries taken
—H ounded soldiers.

stated

at 9 P. M.

shade, and

At 12 M. at Gorham 102° in the

Sacarrappa

at

101°.

The Christian Mirror says that the
Rev. Mr. Boiles delivered a very appropriate

address, Sabbath evening, in his church, in behalf of the Aged Indigent Women’s Society.
Recruits

for the

Seventeenth.—Forty-

five men, enlisted in Logansport, Iud., by Capt
Chase for the Seventeeth Regiment U. S. In-

fantry at Fort Preble, arrived
rr- The Odd Fellows in
to-day, anticipate a very

here hist week.
their excursion
flue

time.

The

Brotherhood in Batli have made preparations
to

give them

a

reception.

Oi>d Fellows’ Excursion.—The Odd Fellows of this city and surrounding towns make
an excursion to Bath to-day.
See advertise-

iy We understand the Portland Gas Light
Company has declared a dividend of two dollars on a share, payable the loth inst.
y The Treasurer of the Maine Missionary Society reports $1,813 as the receipts of the
society from June 1st to the 21st inclusive.
jy* A Law Term of the Supreme Judicial
Courts, for the Western District, will commence

in this

city to-day.

jy An interesting Washington letter, in
type, is necessarily laid over until to-morrow,
for want of room.

y Vice-President Hami.ix delivered the
July celebration in
Bangor.
address at the Fourth of

Godey'h Lady’s Book for
table.

How the

“Godey” is

more

July is on our
ladies aan get along without
than we can imagine.

t-W The Illinois Constitution, which the
people of that stab' have overwhelmingly rejected, was a device of the Illinois democracy
to restore them to pow er—the last
friendly
plank between them and annihilation. They
hoped to revolutionize the state government,
placing in |iower men of anti-war sentiments,
and organize an opposition peace party in the
heart of the north. The Springfield (111.)
Journal says, with just indignation, “there
w as never assembled a
body of men, not excepting the Hartford blue light or the last national democratic convention,which was
fraught
with more danger to the
prosperity and w elfare ot the nation. Had
they succeeded no
one can tell tlie damage
they would have lieen
able to do

to

tlie

Union cause,, either by
factious op|K>sition or by indirectly
refusing
tlicir co-operation.’’—[Worcester Spy.

New York, July 7.
Tile Tribune’s correspondent says General
Hooker’s division le reduced to less than 5000
effective men.
The result of Tuesday’s fight was distinctly
in favor of the Union army. The reliels were
defeated in every action, and the rebel officers
taken prisoners admit the loss of at least 10,000 men, during the day. Our loss was very
small when compared with that of the reliels.
The Tribune says one of our correspondents
saw Gen. McUlellnn on
Wednesday. He came
on board the mail Isiat as she reached
Harrison Landing and
hurriedly passed into the
cabin witli Gen. Patterson who came up on
the boat. In reply to Gen. Patterson. Gen.
McClellan said:—“We have fought a battle
every day for the hist week and whip|icd the
rebels every time, though they had three to
one.”
Gen. McClellan remained but a few moments
on tlie Isiat.
At noon Thursday, rhe reliels
appeared in
force four miles from Gen. McClellan’s front
and began shelling, but
nothing important occurred.
The Tribune's Washington dispatch
says
Com. Wilkes has tieen ordered to take command of the fioutilla on James river.
The Tribune understands that Gen. McClellan has generously given up the fine, spacious
Harrison mansion for hospital purposes and
has his headquarters on lioard the gunboat
Ariel.
We learn that Gen. Lew Wallace earnestly
desires to be sent with a number of Ohio and
Indiana regiments to join Gen. McClellan.
The W oriel’s Washington dispatch says an
officer of high rank from Gen. McClellan's army, who visited Washington, gives the most
encouraging account of affairs which has yet
been received here. He says that our army is
much larger than is currently reported, in view
of the late losses. He further states it is in a
perfectly seciin' position either for the offensive or defensive movements without the aid
01 gunboats even.
Senator Clark gis's to New Hampshire to
recruit a new regiment. Senator Dixon has
already gone to Connecticut for the same purpose.
Fortress Monroe, July 5.
Fresh troops from Washington passed up
James river yesterday. Also
artillery, horsda,
Ac.
I here was a skirmish
yesterday morning
near our left wing,
resulting in the defeat of
the reltels. We took 1000
prisoners and three
small batteries. Our eavalrv then followed
the rebels until they passed
beyond White
Oak Smainpa.
kor the last two days the rebels have show n
little disposition to light, and yesterday
they
relinquished their ground anil batteries almost

without resistance.

The following an1 among the wounded and
sick |mt the steamer Spaulding:—
William Shields, Lieutenant 4th Me., fever.
Oapt. Win. C. Morgan, 3d, fever.
Lieut. Charles A. Ilill, 3d. chills.
Henry Roach, 2d, fever.
Lieut. 1J. R. Krskiu, .'hi, pleurisy.
Lieut. J. A. Savage, 3d, wounded in back.

DAYS LATER

TWO

FROM

St. Johns, N. F. July 7.
Steamship Europa from Liverpool 28th via
Queenstown 211th, arrived off this point at 12
o'clock last night and was I warded by the news
yacht of the associated press, and the following
dispatch obtained:
The news from America by the Persia creat-

ed great excitement.
The Times in an editorlal.xays the dispatches
by the Persia, if they come substantially from
tlie Northern government, do credit to its veracity, inasmuch as they proclaim tlmt any decisive advantage over the Confederates must
Ite postponed until great additions are made to
the Federal army.
The latest dates are to June 18th, which
may be considered as the beginning of the
summer heats, although the probability is that
both armies will keep the Held, yet there can
Ite little doubt that the spirit of the eauipaign
must languish until fall, when cool weather anti
reinforcements on both sides allow the struggle
to he renewed.
I he last news represents what may be looked upon as the rinsing senes of the spring
campaign, alt hough the Federals have so many
more men and such a vast army and the greatest resources, they invariably describe themselves as outnumbered by the Confederates.
Generals llallcck and McClellan utter the
same complaint. Food and powder must have
I icon the cry of the Confederate forces, which
tmmlicring 120,000 at Corinth and being equal
if not superior to the forces opposed to them,
were yet obliged to retreat Southward, and are
now |M>sted in decreased numbers at Grenada.
Kentuckians and Tennesseeans might argue
that since their States hud been abandoned and
had fallen under tile yoke of the Federals,
they had no further interest in defending the
common States to which they were bound by
the tie of allegieuce, but the diminution of the
Confederate army must have been mainly
caused by tlie dilliculty of procuring food.
The Times adds, tlie superior numbers and
resources of the North we look upon as certain, in the end, to prevail, but who can see
the resolution evinced by the South, the immense army it puts in the Held, and tlie tenacity with which it disputes every position,
without feeling that the war is likely to drench
tlie territory with more blood.
The article winds up by hoping that, some
means will be devised to bring this unnatural
war to a close.
lne Morning llerakl, in an editorial, contends that the restoration of the Union would
be a calamity, not only for
Europe and England in particular, but for the North. It declares that the Union had become a nuisance
among nations. That secession is favorable to
England, and that self interest would have
justified the interference of England in behalf
of secession had not international morality
forbid. Evdn now were there any hojies of an
early settlement no one would dream of interfering. as it is however, the Herald thinks it is
time that some decided step should be taken
by France and England in behalf of justice
and humanity, aa well as for the protection of
their half ruined manufactures and hungry
operatives. Such action must be taken at last
as it is
impossible that things can be loug
allowed to remain as at present, and most
improbable that any change in the respect of
American affairs will bring up any relief, and
if we are allowed to act at all it is a saving of
needless misery to act at once, with gentleness
and courtesy, but with firmness of purpose.
In the House of Lords. Lord t'hclmford
asked if Edwin James had been allowed to retain his patent as Colleen's counsel.
The Lord Chancellor said Mr. James gave
notice of an appeal to the Judges from the decision of the benches, but as Inj had taken no
steps to carry it out he, the laird Chancellor,
had decreed it w as not desirable he should
longer enjoy any honor under the crown, anil
would order that his patent Ik- cancelled.
lion. T. Bruce. Governor of the Prince of
Wales, and brother to Lord Elgin, died at
London on the 27th. from the effects of fever
contracted at Constantinople, while travelling
with the Prince.
iiamocr

<>i

ncpuues

juics

expedition to Mexico, and
demanded explanations. After aaguing against
French policy in the past, lie said things had
reached a point in which it was necessary that
the resolutions taken should lie explained.

He considered the sole course to is- taken
compatible with the interest and honor of the
country wa« to treat with Mexico and withdraw. He denied that there was any defeat
to avenge, eulogized site conduct of the troops
and protested against a project which compromised France with other powers.
M. liillault in response, defended the course
of France. He censured negotiations from
which it was impossible to olitain the result
stated. He stated that the Emperor was compelled U> disavow the Convention of Soledad
as contrary to the honor of France, and explained that notwithstanding the momentary
disagreement between the three governments,
they remained on good terras. He energetically rc|ielled the idea of treating with the
Juarez government, saying that the honor of
France was engaged and she must avenge the
insults offered. The Emperor would leave
the people perfectly free when the Frencn tlag
floats over Mexico, to vote lor what govern-

they pleased.
The Paris correspondent of the Daily News
is evidently hesitation upon the subthere
says
ject of Mexican aflitirs. and thinks it not unlikely that the principles of the expedition are
undergoing reconsideration.
ment

The Patrie says tlmt the embarkation of

troo|is for Mexico is provisionally suspended.
Heduccd inodelr of tile Merriuiac and Monilie constructed in France for the
purpose of testing their merits.
The Paris Bourse was fiat; rents 88f 25c.
The Paris Constitutional announces that the
recognition of Italy has been officially communicated to the government at Turin.
A Russian decree abolishes the government
monopoly of salt, under the law of imports.
tor

were

to

Have just received

LARGE, NEW

into an alleged comblaint that during
Hen. Hanks' retreat negroes were allowed Ur
ride in wagons while whites were compelled to
walk, was tabled—71 to 4g.
A resolution was adopted for full investigation into the tact connected with the military
reservations of Torts Knelling and Leavenworth.
The House passed the Senate bill for the establishment of arsenals at Columbus, Ohio,
Indianapolis ami Hock Island, appropriating
for each $100,000.
The .Senate bill was also passed to carry into
effect the treaty with (ireut Hritain for the
suppression of the African slave trade.
The bill remunerating the several Indian
tribes for the lost trust bonds, was also passed.
The House then went into Committee of the
Whole. After debate the committe rose.

l’ork—heavy. at Bacon—irregular.
4<M a
Ijird—steady

42*.

Tallow—steady

at 45*.
Rosin excit-

Ashe*—firm, Potash 80*; Pcarlash 68.
ed and higher, sales at 14* 6*1 a 18s. Spirits Turpeutiue fi* higher, sales at 80s. Sugar steady and unchanged. Coffee firm. Rice advancing. Linseed
Oil firmer, at 40* fid a 41* 3d.
XXXV 11th

CONGRESS.

Washington, July

7.

SENATE.

Mr. Wllmot
an

presented a petition in favor of
appropriation of public lands for the bene-

fit of industrial schools for women.
Mr. Fessenden, from tin* Committee on Finance, reported back the tariff bill with

amendments.
Mr

Spaulding

offered

a

resolution that the

Secretary of War furnish the Senate with
of all orders of the Executive to (Jen.
to the advance on Richmond, and all correspondence between said
General and the Executive from the date of
the order of February 22d to May 1st; likewise the numerical force of the army of the
Potomac as shown by the rolls of November,
January, February and March; the number
Gen. Mcriellan took to Fortress Monroe; the
numbes at Fortress Monroe, and the reinforcements sent to the 1st of June.
Laid over.
Mr. Willis moved to take up the bill for the
admission of Western Virginia. Rejected—
17 against 18.
A Committee of Conference was appointed
on the treasury note bill.
Tlie
of Conference,
report of the Committee
on tin* bill
regulating the pay and emoluments
of officers of the army, was agreed to.
A bill supplementary to the District of Columbia emancipation act was passed.
The general pension biil was passed.
The bill to provide Provisional Governors
for the seceded States was taken up.
Mr. Sunnier moved to amend by striking out
the words “laws ami limitations,” and insert
“constitution” so that the bill will read “There
shall !>** no interference with the constitutions
of said States Ik‘fort* they attempted to throw
off their allegiance to us.”
A long debate ensued, but without
ai^ion
the Senate went into executive session.

copies

McClellan relative

of Ice Cream Saloons,
a

large

And

assort incut of

Handkerchief Perfumes

From Washington.

seen

LACES,

EMBROIDERIES,

EMBROIDERIES,

PALMER,

R. C.

THOMEA,

S.

LONO,

XT sued

EDWARD
72

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,
-AMT)-

SPOONS AND FORKS. CUPS. BUTTER
KNIVES. THIMBLES, NAPKIN RINGS,

SILVER

SPECTACLES AND

MITCHELL’S,

SETS, CASTORS. AND CAKE
BASKETS, BUTTER KNIVES, A SPOONS.

Shell and Horn Combe, Fan*, Cane*, Accordeons,
Wallet*. Card Cases, Table and Pocket Cutlery;
Teeth, Hair, and Shaving Brushes; Farina Cologne,
La bin's Extracts; CLOCKS.

Quadrants, Spy Glasses, Barometers, Surveyors'
Mariners’ Compasses, Gunter’s Scales, Dividers,
Parallel Rules, Protractors, Drawing Instruments.

and

I.and

Chains, Thermometers, Linen Proven, Opera

Walrkes Mad Jewelry Repaired.
CHRONOMETERS,

REPAIRED

AND

RATED.

lyTime determined by transit
Portiaud. June 23, 1862.
d2tawA wtf

Trout & other Fishing Tackle.

fiPM, Ripi.e*, Revolver*, Cutlery and
Sporting Gooi>* generally.
VLSO,
aud Stencil
attended to
usual.

Repairing

Cutting

June 23.

as

eodtf

THE PORTLAND DAILT PRESS

large lot

a

note. Cap and Record paper., Envelope.—
white end buff. Gold Pen., steel lVn«, »e.. kc
Every article at loweat rate.. Wi Bit fob Cash a an
9KLL I'HKAF.

I^etier,

of

or Bants, and
that can't be beat.

In this line

we

will

BAILEY Sc NOYES,

sell

STEAM

Book and Job

Constantly on hand,

and made to

EXCHANUE

53

order.

No. 82] EXCHANGE

Fox 13loclc,

STREET,

BLAVX BOOK AID

BLEACHED OR BROWN COTTONS,

QUILTS. LINENS,
DAMASKS, FLANNELS,
of

PA PIR HANGING

Hotiee-Keeping Goode,

Is unsurpassed, and one can always And
any article
line, at about wholesale prices.
We have

a

large assortment

WAREHOUSE

PARASOLS,

SI N

I'NIBRELLAS,

Premium Blank Books

on hand and aado to
order,
variety of style and Bnish From oar long
experience, we are enabled to offer to the trade and

of every

SKIRTS.

HANDKERCHIEFS. BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES, LINEN BOSOMS,

our

GLOVES, HOSIERY,
And

endless

an

1>T. I.

customers better

than

variety

ing to our busiues.,
for cash, at

cuting,

in beautiful

of of Small Article, pertainail of which will be Mid ebeap

bargains ia quality and prices,
be fonnd in any other establishment in the
Our stock of

can

Mate.

STATIONERY

lo^itoliell’s,

137 MIDDLE STREET,j«’23codd& wtf

Is selected svith the greatest care from the beat For*
eign und American House*, and embraces every article needed for public office*.
Howes and

MUZZEY ROW.

Counting

private uses, and at lowest prices.

ROOM
Of every
the various

Corn. Corn.
RIVER CORN,
For Sale at Island I*ondf
at Bethel,
at South Paris,
at Mechanic Falls,
at Danville Junction,
at Empire Road,
at Minot,
By P. F.’ V*ARNUM, Commercial Street.
Head of Widgery s Wharf.
ju!2—3wis

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING!

53 Exchasoi Strict.
Portland Jane 23. 1362.

8. H. COLES WORTHY,
lias removed bis stock of

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
STREET.

Pidift Irian.

d4w

HoIium', an* Sugar.
GSA IIHDS. Cardenas Molasses,
as20i) do. Muscavado do.
100 boxes II. B. Sugar.
For sale by JOHN LYNCH k CO.
jo23—3m

Book

2~f\

adequate

to do any work

demanded in this State.

AND

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

manner.

BRADFORD A HARMON,
Exc-harux St.. Pout lard. Maixi

THE

NEATEST MANNER.

Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Penbusiness for the last twenty years, and
having a
reliable A gene v in Washington, we are enabled to
proaecute *11 claims against the Government with
promptness and despatch, and on rerv reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained

*mn

MV

after this date.

FIRST
BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

JOHN MESERVE.
3td

Portland, June 20th.
TK1

CLASS

FREEMAN BRADFORD.
Z. K HARMON.
dfcwtf

IT AND BE SATISFIED !

you suffbr from the
Sewing-Mnehines. IFlievrd
by using the

EMPIRE

Y.

No. 88

Caution.
wife. Ann Maria, having left my bed and
board. 1 shall pay uo debts of her contracting

Westbrook, July 8, 1862.

by

kVE

IX)R

GAS FITTING,

PORTLAND, ME.

JnRdtf

SE

service In the present war, obtained for Soldiers
and Sailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the United State* Government, on application in person or
by letter to

Worka 0 Union 8t.v and 233 & 235 Fore Bt.,

Bnaineaa Card* of Every Variety,
Style and Coat

Pruning,

PENSIONS BOUNTY MONEY,
Bark Pay, At*

Retail.

Done in the best

•

usual.

and Families supplied with Medicines and
books. Case, renewed aud rials raRlied.
June 24. 1619.
rod8m

Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connections, Whole-

STEAM

as

Physicians

AM EVERT SBSCRIPTIOX Of XAfllMRT,
or

and Picture

For sale at the abore store

M.

X A!tU FA CTl'RIR OF

sale

Is

it., it,

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES,

J. L. WTYSLOW, Agent,

Steam

Binding

Done neatly

Teas.
HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Teas.
•
f 60 do.
do.
do.
Souchong
For sale by JOHN LYNC H k CO.
je23-3m

Fancy Types,

lifer Imitn Inrj Ms,

TO No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.
Next door abore the British and American V.xprfm
Office, whorr he will accommodate all «i 1 mar be ia
want of foods in his line, at rery low prices.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
Book and

variety, quality and pries, embracing al
styles of gold papers manufactured, lag

HALL L. DAVIS,

Butter, dime, Flour.

Their Establishment is famished with all the approved modern machinery, and their assortment of

PAPERS

get her with a frill stock of Satins, mediums and common papers—the largest stock to be fband In thfc
market, at lowest market price*. School Book* of
every kind ia use at wholesale prices.

ILLINOIS

580 Bbls. Family Flour.
In store and to arrive.
For sale low by F. A. SMITH,
19 k 21 SILVER
Portland, June 23, 1862.

style, every description of

!

EstaUlakrd la 1885.

of

BOXES Vermont Cheese—best dairies.
~t
X*Fv/ 25 Tubs Choice Vermont Butter.

Hie Proprietors of the Portland Daily Pm ear
respectfully invite attention to their Abilities for exe-

STATIOIERY,

-iib-

-a»D-

Every Variety

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

ST.

OUR STOCK OF PRINTS.

POWER

Printing Office,

66 Exchange Street.
dtf

66 mud

Portland. June 28. ISO.

MERCHANDISE.

Flour, State and Western opened dull and closed 6
lower; Superfiue State 4,60 a 4.70; Round Hoop
Ohio 5,10 a 6.20; Su|K»rfine Western 4.50 a 4,*»5: Common to Good Kxtra Western 9.90 a 5.00; Southern
a shade easier; mixed to good 5.20«5.80; Fsucv and
and Kxtra 5,85a6,75; Cauada lower; Kxtaa 4,95a
6,26.
Wheat heavy and 2c lower; Chicago spriug 1,00
a 1.09; Racine Spring 1.00; Milwaukie Club 1,04 a
1.12; AiiiIht Iowa 1.12 a 1.15, tin* latter an extreme
price; Winter Red Western 1.20 a 1.23; cominou
White Ohio 1,21; A tuber Michigan 1,25 a 1,26, latter

Toothache yon will be re-

ODONTAZiOIOO.

SKITTLE.

It la sixteen vr»n Mrice this remedy ni In trod need,
and It ha.* constantly gained in public estimation.
For Sale by tbe Proprietor,

I.\NK CHECKS, me, AM BILLS OF LABI.XG.

A.

FOB FAMILIES
W. F.
—-4SD-

Manufacturers.

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES k GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

a

S 1.0 AT

j

Policies Printed and Bound for
Innuranee Companion.

bags.
Wool firm but very quiet.

Every

rally.

OS

following is an extract of a letter dated Key
Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,
West, J une 29:
“Dispatches have been received from Nassau,
And other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with
N. P., brought by a very intelligent gentleman
Dispatch.
from that place, showing that there are no less
than nine steamers at that port being loaded
or fitted out, both for running the blockade and
for preying on our commerce. Some of them,
i
as the Ovieto,
Memphis, Hero, Tubal Cain ami Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of
Philanthropist are lieing armed in a very formidable manner, all having arrived from EngPrinting,
land loaded with arms and ammunition, bringExecuted in taste to suit the most Ihstidious.

PORTLAND. Mr

Dr. John C.

PHYSICIAN AND

NIott,
SURCEON,

86 Court St.. Corner or Howard. Boston. is
consulted daily from 10 until 2, and from 6 to 8 in tlx
evening, on an diseases of the Urinary and t.cnifal
Organs. Scrofulous Affections. Humors of all kinds.
Sores, Ulcers and Eruptions. Female Complaints. Ac.
An experience of over twenty years' extensive practice enables Dr. M to cure all' of the most difficult
cases.
Medicines entirely vegetable. Advice Free.
June 23, 1962
sn3aw8m

MAHHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!
Just

published,

in

a

sealed

Envelope.

D., DnnM,

juiadtf

Notice.
and after the drat of Jaly, Portage stamp#
r and stamped Euvvlopea will not be charred at
the Poet Office.
jrtStr

Pier ■■«! Ran tie Rirrom.
Oval. Square or Kliptical frames,

WITH
Rosewood, Black Walnut

or

with
Gilt finish made

order, of any size, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses and
plates re-set in old frames, bv
MORRISON ft CO 36, Market Square.
to

Machine fully Warranted.

A (30 Middle Street,

Pbilllpe,

1.

Corner of Middle and Croee Htreete.
L. C. Gilaon. and Apothecaries gen—-

1

ELIPTIC.

Julldtf

PARSONS,

i EWOM

STOKER 4e CUTLER, General Agents.

Nassau. The

it”

STATIONERY.

Ladies’ Sacks and Mantillas,

G.L. BAILEY,
42 EXCHANGE STREET.

lbnds.

resent

We make to order ererv kind of Blnnk Book wd
oy Hank., In.orauce and Railroad Cnmpanira, Ho*
tela. Steamboat., Factories and Counting ilousrn.

in thb

New York Market*
Cotton firm; sales 360 hales at 40 for middling up-

supplies

127 MIDDLE ST.

Either for Coat

Glasses.

Charts, Bowditch’s Navigator, Blunt’s Coast Pilot
Nautical Almanacs, Sumner's Method, Ship Master’s
Assistant, Sheet Anchor, Seamen’s Friend or Manual,
Ship Master’s Guide, Expeditious Measurer, for
Freight, Ac., Ac.

NOYES,

anvance.

have also

prices

i

Journal., Ledger*, Invoice, Malm, X. morandam,
Caah, Record, Docket., Letter., Maaonie
and Church Colleotora Book.

be found st

CLOTHS, UASKI MERES. DOESKINS.
MIXTURES. SATINETS, Ac., fce..
at

books

AND 88 EXCHANGE 8TREET, PORTLAND!

purchased at the lowest cash prices, to be sold at

t rifling
We

Stock Market
Stocks are dull and lower; Galena and Chicago59;
Illinois Central scrip 69; Michigan Southern guarantied 64
Michigan Central 50j; No# York ( entral
89J; Pacific mail 1.12]; American gold 1.10]; Missouri sixes 47]; Tennessee sixes 53; United States
sixes 1881; coupous lOlj.

from our numerous
merchantmen, which they will destroy as being
further
unavailable.
We trust our Naval
! any
is aware of the magnitude and imj Department
of
this
enterprise and are prepared to
, portance
meet them.
Would not these outrageous acts
at Nassau justify our .sending a fleet into that
hnrltor and blow all these bogus English-relnd
vessels to the Windsor the bottom? There
would l*e very poor grounds on which the

alwuy.

S,

The French Princess left Boston to-uight on
the Fall River boat.
The follow iug sick and wounded Maine soldiers arrived per ship St. Mark:—
Clias. Silly. Co K, 2d.
Albert Godman Co. K, 4th.
Frederick Sherman, Co. II, 4th.
Augustus I’. Moore, Co. C, 6th.

away their
rebel pirate

Dry Goods,

cun

account

BAILEY St
5*

We have in .tore the moot extensive dock of

EYE-GLASSES,

a

regiments.

Home Government could

Assortment of
N. I.

4tf

Manufactured and for Bale by

THE BEST, HOST EXTEH8IVE
AND VARIED

Just

New York Items.
N kw York. July 7.
Col. Cass arrived to-day and left on the Fall
River boat lor Boston, accompanied
by his
wile and little son who met him here. He
was most shockingly mangled w hile
rallying
another regiment next to his own. The bullet entering over ids ear, traversing
obliquely
downword taking out six teeth in its passage
and coming out under the opposite jaw. He
is also wounded in the leg. He hits to be
moved on a stretcher. His regiment lost nineteen officers and can muster now less than
4<RJ men. They captured seven rebel standards during the weeks' Hglit
Large numbers of Eastern wounded have
arrived here to-day, mostly with wounds in
arms and nearly all able to w alk but not able
to do service lor a week to come.
Contrary
to expectation* they will not be sent home
but w ill lx- kept at the hospitals here until able
to return to their regiments.
This recent order has a most depressing effect
upon the
brave boys, many bursting into tears when in*
formed of the order, and implored Col. Howe
to send them home if only lor a iingle
day.—
113 were taken to Bedbx-’s Island from
ship
St. Marks, a number from another
transport
to the Bellevue hospital, and numerous others
to different hospitals in this locality,
including
memls-rs of the loth, liltli and goth Massachu-

they will sally forth and throw
English nationality, and with the

bi.ank

84 MIDDLE STREET.
4wised

Ever brought Into the city,

PLATED TEA

ing theirown armament as cargo. In this monof Nassau they are allowed openly
I grel port
i and defiantly to complete their outfit, whence

Portland. Jnnr 23.

ROBINSON,

June 30, 1863.

DEALER IN

Eirkaaga,

CALDEKWOOD ft BECKETT.

our

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

LEACH A

EXCHANGE STREET,

Farr Street wear feet mf

180

P. BANKS,

far Cuton Boose and foot Office, Portlaad, laiie,

January.

out at

stores

solicited

Low IPrioes.

No.

ue otar says a iiisuiiguisueu
general.oulcer
ill tlie army of tue Potomac was in Washington this forenoon. His opportunities for learning the extent of damage received by the enemy in the recent 7 days battle were, from the
nature of his position in the service,
perhaps
better than auy other Union officer. He estimates that they lost in killed, wounded and
otherwise rendered hors du combat, the immense number of 70,000 men, or in other
words that their loss w as quite hall'their whole
army in and about Kichmond. They refuse to
receive a tiag of truce from Gen. McClellan,
conveying enquiries relative to the fate of
Union officers and others believed to be
wounded and prisoners in their hands, thus
evincing a great disinclination to permitting
McClellan to obtain any inkling, howevar obscure, of their real condition since the termination of the battles.
Information has been receivej here that Col.
J. II. Simpson, of the 4th N. J., reported killed in the battle of June 27, is safe, but a prisoner at Kichmond, w ilh his staff.
The President has nominated to the Senate
Gens. Heintzelman, Sumner, Keyes, Fitz John
Potter, to lx- brevet Brig. Gens, in the regular
army, Muj. Gens, of volunteers, for gallant
conduct in tire- Held.
The Lynchburg (Va.) Republican of the
30th ult., says: “It was currently reported
here Saturday that Beauregard had" been suspended from his command of the army of the
West. The cause is not known. If the
report
be true, it will raise a storm alxmt the head of
the President which he will find it difficult to
allay. We sincerely trust there is no foundation for the report.”
There is nothing'new from the army of the
Potomac. We are assured by Gen. McClellan
of the excellent spirits of the men. All was
quiet up to S A. M. to-day.

Steamers Fitting

All of which will be sold at

JR.

Jul7—dtf

ISTS
**» WMda, supplied
with
EX<wOhS.l<)!S
at the ahortest notice.
tlrdrra

UMBRELLAS,

«fco., Ac., Ac.

Fancy Dry Goods!
M. O.

8TIN

Arr"f'*74t*

PLEASURE PARTIES.

VELVET RIBBONS,

PARASOLS AND

’

July 1. in'

MOIIAIR MITTS,

-and-

left for his station this afternoon.
Senate Committee on Finance have recommended among other amendments to the tarill'
bill,the following: On all sugar above No. 12
and not above No. 15, Dutch standard in color,
2 3-4 cents per pound; on all above 15 not
store dried and not above No. 20 Dutch standard in color, 3 cents per pound. They leave
the additional duty on brandy llrst proof at 25
cents per gallon, but change the additional
duty from 25 to 50 cents on other spirits manufactured or distilled from grain, or other materials for first proof. On sheet iron, common
or block, not thinner than No. 20 wire
guage.
£3 additional per ton; thinner than 20 and not
thinner than 25 wire guage, £4.50 per ton;—
thinner than 25 win- guage, £5 per ton. Zinc
spelter and tenteneque unmanufactured, in
blocks or pigs, additional Scents per 100 lbs.;
on the same in sheets. 1-4 cent
per|K>und. On
all detains not exceeding in value 25 cents
per
3
cents
additional
square yard,
duty per square
yard. I,ivcr]K>ol and other thread cotton 10
IH-r cent advalorem additional. The committee propose a new section,
putting the internal
revenue bill into operation on the 21st of
July
instead of the 1st of August, with the exception of the stamp duty, which goes into etTect
on the 1st of September, but instruments uustauqied are not to be made void till the 1st of

Depot’

GOODS,

(jSd

HOOP SKIRTS, HOSIERY,

Blockading Squadron and placed in charge of
Capt. ('has. Wilkes. The squadron is to be
called the James River Flotilla. Capt. Wilkes

inger-

GLOVES,

MILLINERY, WHITE GOODS,

The vessels in the J nines river have been
temporarily detached from the North Atlantic

Tickets far the Eirmka, SI,
To be had at Lowell * Senter
a, E. p Bank,’ and
R. J. D Larraber * t o «,
Exchange Mtreet:
solk hon. Jfaddle Street; F. E.
Corell's, under Til.
I reble llouae; H. T. (
uinmiugs’, Congress street
and of the Committee of Arrangements at
the
Train leaves the Kennebec k Portland
Depot at ft
o clock.
the Fraternity are requested to meet
*C OW*
Fxchauge Street, at 7j o’clock
A
C’. J. SCHI MACHKB,)
Committee
F. A SMITH,
(
of
s PH,u,ROOK

HOSIERY,

extensive assortment of

an

vided for

In almost endlras varictr.

Traders will do well to call at tbeir rooms,

Where may also he

Washington, July 7.

flag obtain their

DRESS

Hath,

Columbian Hall, near the Park, hie been pro*
Dancing. ke.: Swings and Foot Hails, also
lemonade and Ice Water, will be fbrTr*j
lushed free of charge. All are
requested to carry a
basket, mug and spoon, as usual.

Jockeys,

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

INFERIOR TO NONE IN THE WORLD.

Country

and

full line of

a

Excuraion to

THE EIGHTH DAY OF JULY,
(Or the first Air day following), attended
by the
ON

prepared to offer them at
town PRICES than ever

Ladies will alao And

Bru^k. JUT,, ®.“J*ford'

.nd

Picnic

their

are now

and varied

FrJIowa rtf Portland, rtcrohinsnli d by
nn*nnrnpp*

Portland Band.

Mantillas, Gapes. Short Sacks,

144 Middle Street, Portland,

for choice.
Corn heavy and fully 2e lower; Mixed Western 62
63 for old, and 46 a 51 for new.
Pork steady.
Sugars firm; New Orleans 8 a 9] bv auction, 372
hhds. at 8 a 8]; Porto Rico at 8a 8}; Muscovado 7 a
8c.
Coffee more active.
Molasses quiet; New Orleans by auction 200 barrels
at 82}.
Freights to Liverpool firmer; Cotton nominal
Flour 3s a 3s 4d; Grain lid a 12d in bulk and ships’

day marked dowp

—or—

Proprietors of Hotels,
Also,

TSS ^

Immense Btock

EXTRACTS,

the public in general.

And

rmiMcni'i 11.

Liverpool, June 28.
The regular weekly cotton market was received by
the Hibernian. Trade report
prices at Manchester
are still advancing, but sale* ot cloths and yams are
small.
Breadstuff)*—Richardson, Spencer k Co., Wakefield, Nash k Co., and others report Hour firm, salt's
25s a 30s: Wheat firm and time hanged. Red Western
9* lOd a 10s 10d ; Red Southern 10s Ud a 11* 3d ; White
Western 11* 8d a 11* lOd : White Southern 12* a 12*
fit!.
Corn—easier, Mixed 28* 0*1; Yellow 28* 9d; White
32* a 34*.
Beef-—dull and drooping.

Hare this

To which they would direct the attention of

Confectioner*, Keeper*

ROBINSON,

FELIiOWS’

tr its ion.

e x c

84 Middle Street*

SUPERIOR

FLAVORING

ODD

GOOD NEWS!!

LEACH 4c

a

AMUSEMENTS.

GOOD£L_

(jOOD NEWS !

-lot or-

Adjourned.

setts

DRY

Itl. G. PALMER 4t CO.

quiry

ARRIVAL OF THE EUROPA.

in uie rmini

To Confectioners !

granted.
The preamble and resolution heretofore introduced by Mr. Voorhies of N. Y., for an in-

EUROPE.

Farn* censured the

MISCELLANEOUS.

Mr. Divan of N. Y., asked the House to exhis colleagues—Mr. Van Valkenburgand
Mr. Pomeroy—and himself from service during the remainder of the session, as they desired to return to their respective districts to
use their inlluence in
raising trooiw for the
service of the country. The request was
cuse

THE

PORTLAND DAILT PRESS.

half-past 10 o’clock

_

accompanied by

were

TO

owing:—

The

HOUSE.

TELEGRAPHIC

Of this battery the New Orleans
correspoinlentofthe New. York Herald writes the fol-

•

Reform School Bovs on the 4th.—J
detachment of Hoys from the Reform Schoo
t!7 in number,

Battery.

j

GUI FnuRfs.
PORTRAITS OR* LANDSCAPES of any
or style desired—latest
patterns and best
workmanship—made to order bv
MollKlMON k CO., M, Market Senate.

F»R

size

Photographic Fittaex.
out'ARK or oval—every kind called for. Tbeoe
being manufactured by oaraelves. except those
necessarily imported, we can compete with auv market for low prices At wholesale or retail, at 36. Market Square,
MORRISON ft CO'S.

^ilt, Kotwwood, Black W alnut and
Oak NoakHftgtte
lowest cash prices, in quantities to suit tbe
trade. Ship Mouldings made and finished to
MORRISON C O..
order by
Market Square.

AT

PRICK SIX CENTS.

WEDDING AND ADDRKS8 CARDS
Our

SHOP

Style* are un*urpa**e<l.

LECTURE ON THE NATURE. TREATMENT
AND RADICAL CURF. of Spermatorrhoea or
Semiual Weakness, Involuntary Emissions, Sexual

A

Debility,

Impediments to Marriage generally.
Nervousness, Consumption. Kpilcpsv and Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, resulting from .SelfAbuse. Ac.-By ROB T J. C I LVF.UWIJLL. M. D..

BILLS, PRRGRAMMES,

Author
M

AND

ALL SORTS or HAND BILLS.
Portland, June 20,1802.

daw

A

Old Frames
RENEWED by

and

of the Oukkn Book. Ac

Re-Gilt,
MORRISON ft CO.

Or Haas.
snpplv of beet
A CONSTANT
Leaf, and at low rates at

Extra Deep Gold

36 Market

SqcAUB.

Boom to Thaunaads of Soffit rers/*

sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any asldress,
postpaid. on receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps, hv Dr. Cll. 4. C. KLINE. 127 Bowery, Kiw
Yokk, Pout office, Box, 4586.
June 23.
kriindAw

Photographic
stock

Gooth ft Ckeatrah.
is

in this department
complete,
in the art.
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The Masons of Portland In 1762.
BY SIR KT. DAVID BARKER.

Each thought I think, each word that I may utter,
To this vast throng, may seem
like thoughts and words which madmen think and
mutter
some

dread nightmare dream.

are

the craft who worked with

“rumpus,’*
square and

compass

One hundred years ago?

we

went

to

the

appointed

Tell not of Jordan's cold and cheerless river,

here! Ten, eleven, twelve came, hut notour
friends. In vain did we cruise up and down
for the signal of their
Alxjut ten wo
saw a skiff on the Mississippi above with two
men in it. made chase and took them on board.
One of them said that he lived three miles
above, and was on the way to Vicksburg for a
physician to attend his wife, who was in the
pains of lalsir.
Thinking this might be an ingenious ruse,
tile colonel told the husband he wonld allow
him to go down, ami retain his neighbor as a
hostage for his good behavior. He charged
him with the duty of ascertaining whether any
prisoners had been brought into Vicksburg,
and w hat they were like, promising that if Inbrought true report back, his Irieud should go
free.

they

Talk not

are

to me

dead and
of

gloom,

And brood not o'er the tomb.

They all

here, and God has not bereft us,
Then every grief assuage;
They have not gone far off. but only left us
Like actors on the stage,
are

And stepped aside behind
Which

briefly drops

a

sable

between

Themselves and us, and busied
Just for another
1 hear their

curtain,

now

in

dressing

scene.

footfalls tinkling all around

I hear their

shadowy

fbrnis

now

us,

flitting by,

I feel the pressure of the tie that twnind us,
I breathe their teachings of philosophy.

When Time's old clock shall tick us out another
Full century to come,
I’ll meet you here, each true and worthy brother,
With level, square and plumb.
Portland, June 24,1862.

The Ram Fleet,
FROM MEMPHIS TO

VICKKIlfRO.

To the ram fleet belongs the honor of opening the communication with the national fleet
in the lower Mississippi; to them is awarded
the credit of being the pioneers in descending
the mighty river, until within range of the en-

emies’batteries.
The Union ram fleet is.

as you are aware, an
which was fathered by the War Deand
has
done
great service wherever
partment,
opportunity offered. It was intrusted to the
command of Col. Charles Ellet, who. we have
since learned with regret, is dead, of wounds
received in the engagement before Memphis.
The boats of the fleet an-:
Monarch (flag), side-wheel. Captain David
Dryden; Switzerland, side-wheel, Capt. David
Milliard: Lancaster, side-wheel, Capt. Win. F.
Mix; Queen of the West, sidc-wheeeL Captain
John Williams; Mingo, Capt. Isaac Bailsman,
Lioness, Captain John M. Sehrodes: Homer, Capt. Robert Dalzelle; Sampson, Capt. R.
H. Porter; Fulton.Capt. S. Cadinan.
Since the departure ot Colonel Eliott, the
command devolves upon Lieut. Col. Alfred W.
Eliett, brother of the late colonel. Major Roberts is Surgeon of the fleet, and Capt. William
H. Lew is is paymaster. The officers of the
boats are mainly from the towns on the Ohio
river, and a small detachment of sharpshooters
is on board from the Fifty-ninth and Sixty-third

enterprise

Illinois Regiments.
After the surrender of Memphis,

we waited
the guiilmat flotilla
to move down the river.
A couple of iron,
clad gunboats, the Mound City and St. Louis
had been sent down to the mouth of White
river three days, and the New National, with
the regiment of Col. Fitch, the White Cloud,
with provisions for Gen. Curtis, under escort
of the Lexington, started down on the 15th.
Col. Ellet determined ujsin going down as
far as he could with the rams, whether the gunboats would accompany him or not. He signified his intention to Commodore Davis, and
took in provisions and coal for the trip of four
hundred miles and back. The rams Monarch,
Lioness, Mingo. Fulton and Lancaster, composed the squadron. Two barges of coal, and
one loaded with cattle, were lashed to the stern
wheel boats to be towed down.
We were to be the explorers of the river.—
Not a cannon or anything larger than a musket for our defense, trusting to our ram. in
case of meeting a hostile boat, to our
speed
and shapshooters in case of nun-ting
batteries,
and to our own stout hearts in anv event for
our safety.
We knew not what might Is-f.dl
us, but were, I believe, one and all
ready to
meet uny danger.
m Oil the lath or June, the ram fleet started
and were five days iu descending the river
without meeting any obstructions by batterIm.

anxiously day after day for

vous

coining!

ot great trepidation tor
of our friends, and feared greatly
been taken. About three, our husband, with a doctor and nurse, came tugging
up the river; we ran across, and heard that no
prisoners had arrived in Vicksburg, and the
whole party was sent on up the river. This
gave us some hope. But as four o’clock came
and live passed, our spirits began to sink. We
were thinking of a hundred ways of
rescuing
our friends, when we discovered a
large body
of armed men in the woods. Our sharpshooters were (Misted behind bulwarks, for we did
not know hut they would open u|M>n us with
Held artillery at any moment. At length the
welcome signal was seen, a white ting waving
from the shore; half-past five, anti every heart
was gladdened. We ran and took them aboard,
and bid the escort adieu.

safety
they had

Boltrope,
do.

(bearer of dispatches, and son of the late lamented Col. Ellet,) Lieut. E. W.
Bartlett, Fiftvniutii Illinois Regiment, Edward
Ellet, (son of
Lieutenant-Colonel Ellet, und private in Fiftyninth Illinois volunteers,) and Win.F. Warner,
also a private in the Fifty-ninth Illinois volunteers.
The width of the point which they had
to cross was about two miles.
It was aliout
‘1o’clock wheu they received the
hearty blessings of the crew of the Fulton, ami the live
were commended to the
keeping of God, when
they set out on their perilous journey. They
were attired in citizens dress and armed
with
navy revolvers.
A

REFl’GEE

TAKEN

WITH

TIIIRTV-TIIREE

BALES OF COTTON.

The Fulton appointed to meet them on their
return at eight next morning at the same
place,
and return to the anchorage of the fleet at Island 1011. Two of the rams had been left at
the mouth of the Yazoo river. Shortly alter,
we saw a shell burst over the town.
On the
way up we descried a man d#wn on Uie water's
who
waved
edge,
something bearing the appearance 01 tile stars and stripes for us to
coine in.
The pilot licadcd the boat for shore
and the man stuck the flag in his
pocket. The
affair was regarded as rather
suspicions, but
he presently hailed the boat,
saying that he
wanted to be taken on witli some cotton. We
landed, and he pointed out the cotton conceal,
ed at the river's edge by
foliage. Guards were
thrown out till tile cotton was
put on board,
thirty-three bales in all. A man aqd w oman
came forward from an ytjjaceiit
house, who we
were told were relatives of tile owner of the
cotton.
It then ap|>cared from the conversation that the woman was a violent rebel and
had threatened to burn the cotton. While we
were loading up we heard three or four shots
from tile direction of Farragut's
fleet, which
were interpreted to mean the arrival of our
party, though no suclj signal had been agfeed
upon.

Sal Soda.

Camphor.

Cream Tartar.

Logwood

Fluid.*.
Vitriol.

Dye woods.
Harwood.
Brazil Wood.

AFFAIRS IX LOl’IHIANA.

The man we took on hoard
proved to tie
quite a hero ig his way. Hi* name is Johnson,
a sort of Parson Hrownlow on a small
scale.
He had been arrested for lib Union views, hail
refused to pay the confederate tax. and was
known as a Union man. He feared his
stepbrother and wife would betray him. and had

watched anxiously for

our

long weeks and months.
a
curiosity—eleven stripes

coining through

The flag itself was
am) fifteen stars—
made of red flannel shirts anil an old blue
vest,
and the work of negro bands. What a
story
ot suppressed patriotism is contained in this
little magical rag! lie
explained his motives
for hiding the flag in his
poeket; he had gone
below the hank so that lie
might not be seen to
have committed himself if,
he feared, we
should not take him up. This man. a
planter
owning sixty negroes, faithful to the Union,
unfolded a tale of misery, oppression and destitution such as might make the
strongest
weep. The fare on the rams, consisting as it
does of the army ration, is by no means
sumptuous, and yet be declared that he hail not seen
anything to compare with it for months. The
whole people, rich and poor, arc reduced to
living on bad bread, molasses, and very rarely

beef

•

“Your charity, dear lady,” said
costing a female.
no

small

change,”

site

ac-

me to

kiss

you.”

“A western paper speaks of a man who died
without the aid of a physician.
Such instances of death are exceedingly

rare.
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No. 10.

00
00
00
00
00
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Navv, Superior, No. 3.

No. 10.
Tent Duck, l*. S. 10 02.
.*
12 ox.

none

Feathers.
Feather*. Live (icesc 4* lb
Father*, Russia.

Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled D box.
No. 1
Mackerel t> bbl.
Bav No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3
Shore No. 1.
2
**
3.
4.

2]

03 q

Dark.
Duck. Ravens.
Duck, Portland, No. 3.

Fish.
Fish, Cod large |> quin.
small..
Fi*h,
Fish. Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake, new.
Herring, Pickled, 4> bbl.

41

3i

00

60 (8)
25 q

66
45

3 50 3) 4 00
2 37 q 8 O)
2 00 :q 2 50
1 25 q 1 75
1 OOq 1 50
2

Shelled.
(urrauts.
Citron
WU. Pea Nut*.

Fig*,

none

8 50 q 8 76
6 50 (q) 6 76

Eleme..

Lemon*, bx.
Uranges.

Bunch, box.

Layer.

Dates.

16
3)
12
35
60

none

16 q
20
6 50 q: 6 00
6 00 <7 6 00
8 00
3 2“
8 50
07

mo 00
n.
«

<&
8fq)

3 40
3 62
09

I04

Floar— Portland

Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour^Extra Superior.
Western extras.

fancy.
*n|»erior.
Ohio extra.

family.

C anada super No. 1.

f*«c.v..

extra.
superior extra.

Rye Flour.
Buckwheat Flour
lb.
Coro Meal.
Graia.

4 50 q 4 75
4 87 a 6 00
6 25 a 5 37
5 5“ n 5 75
6 12 •• 7 35
6 <«» >• 6 374
4 6“ o 4 75
5 ,5“ « 6 76
6 50 « 6 00
6 00 *7 6 20
4 75 a 6 00
6 75 n 6 00
6 87 a 6 25
6S0 « 7 <x»
4 0“
4 25
02 «
24
8 50 q 3 76

Rye.

85 q>
60 q
66 a
(43 q
60 «

Oat*.
South bellow Corn.

Corn, Mixed.

Barley.

22 00 a24 00

Krindotonrm
(iriiidilone*. Rough, |> ton.
Grindstones, Dressed.

17 00 a VS 00
30 00 o35 (JO

.Screwed.
Hay |>
Hay. Loose.
IIidea aad Skin*.
net ton.

Slaughter

Hides.
Calf Skins
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

I>ry.

Sheep Pelts,

17
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I
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4 10
3 50
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«

19 no

4 38
7 25
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00
1 00
1 15
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Sheep Pelts, Dry.
llop*.

ai,
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Sort, 1861.

6
10
1 70
1 25
1 oo
00
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2? a,

Common.
"
Ret!ned Iron.

3‘

05*

Swede.
Norway.
Cast Steel..
German Steel.
Knglish Blis. Steel.

5!.«
11
14

Foreign

Sheet and

Pipe.

84

sja
19 q>
21 .»
20 »/
24 .1
«v*

a

15

a.

Shipping Lumber,.
Spruce.
Hemlock.
Box Shooks, (cash).

Clapboards,
Shingles,

S extra.
P
Cedar, extra.
No. 1.
extra pine.

Laths, Spruce.
Pine.
Red Oak Staves.
Mol. Hhd Shooks & Heads, city

..

Sug.

••

do
Cireen

**

44

country

sawed, without heading,.
l»ry Riff,.
*1.
liackmetack Timber, p tuu.
Lime.
Lime, Rockland, cask.
Vfola**e*«
Molasses, Cienfugos.
Molasses, Cuba clayed.
tart.
Molasses,
14
Molasses,
Muscovada,.
Molasses, New Orleau*.
Portland Syrup. hhds
hail*.
Cask.
...

00
00
61
06
17
121
15
~

18

12J
81
0
21
24
24
26
70
1$

20

45
00
On
50
0o
60
15
37
00
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1
1
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20
8
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10
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00 00
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a 00 00
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« 12 00
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1
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33
25
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Rosin.

10
6
8
1

00
00
00
60

12
7
« 0
^ 1
h

..

00
00
00
55

>nkum.
Ml.
Portland Kerosene

llluminat’g

Oil

Machine.
Clarinc.
Sperm Winter.
W hale, ref. Winter.
Summer.
Grand Bank and Bay ChaFer....
Shore.
..

Linseed.
Boiled.
Lard Oil.

lues*.

Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Mams.
Produce.
Beef p iguartsr, p !b.
Kfffrs. p dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl.
Apples, dried, V lb.

...

nn

Top.

Linseed.

t au»»T.

1 60 a 1 56
5 Op a 6 SO
00 -«14 75
50 ™13 00
n 14 50
50 «.lil 00
00 »14 60
no ,/13 50
50
If, 00
00 o il 50
7
7 a
7}
on

6 ®

71

12) a

131
1 87
6
16
8

1 25

a,

2) a,

12
7
12
9
4

w
o>
ni

17

o>

11

ti

6}
60 s 8 60

6Jgj
40

7

5)

45

6j®

none

20

51®
2}®

fit

2J

9 00 (g 9 50

@

18

'8}

42
23
21
21
70
80
20
15

<•:

u)
d)
«

18
14

«

gt

7]

3
3 00 m 3 25
2 60 a 0 00
3 00 s 3 25
61
7
none

gi

8]<$

94

pit

a

10

a)

lOig)

101

loj a>

10]

pi]

10*a)

R>

9
6

5]«)

75 ^ 1 00
75 a 1 00
45
65
45 &
60

%

Tin.
Banca, cash.
Straits, cash.

48
41
35
61
43
3H
68
00

38^
34]vr$

00

35]

9 75 a 10 00
11 60 ft 12 00
7 76 is 8 00

44

Hemp

Sail../.

31
40
23
20
14

•*

Baleing.

!»•<!»*.
Varnish.
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
Daiuar Varnish.
Wnod.
Hard, retail.
Soft.
Wool.
Domestic.
44

days.

Paris.
Amsterdam.
Bremen, rix dollar.

«e
a

14]

@ 6 25

42

Pelts...

(In London—60

vr

2 00 (G) 2 50
2 50 a 4 00
2 25 re 2 50

«

5 00

a>

50

02]«100

Zine.
Pigs and slabs.......
Sheet Mossliuann.
Sheathing.

Exchange.

33
00
31
00

^

f, on
4 00

5JH)

8]

5]

9
00

90

a;

1 19
fi
40

o1
«;

1 20
321

a>

40]

New York— at

sight.
Philadelphia.

Baltimore.
Louis.
Cincinnati.
St.

6Ji§)

7J

30 @ 0 33
75
83
1-00 Ca) 1 66
60 a
63
60
58 <1
17 00 ..18 00
16 00 .t 17 00
92
90 »t
06
iM ,.t>
75
80

own m.

76jia 77
(« T-10 dis
(a j dis
1 dis
8 a 9 dis
0 ^ 2 dis

Both of the above named papers will labor to
inculcate, iu uo dictatorial spirit, sound political

An additional duty of 10
per cent, i* levied on al
merchandise not iiu|>orted direct from the place ol
th
or
grow
prtuiuction.
ASHES.—10 per cent., ad val.
BREAD.—80 per cent.
BUTTER -4 4> cent.
CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax,8c., Tallow, 2c., per
lb.
CHEESE.—4c p lb.
< OAL.—(Retail.) From Br. l*rovince«. free, other
foreign Bituminous 51; all other kind* 50c per ton.
•
COFFEE.—fie per lb.
(OR DACE -Tarred
other 8c 4> lb.

DRUGS

ani>

2Jc 4> lb.

Manila 2c

prin-

Press will give an earnest, cordial,
support to the administration of Abraham Lincoln, who in little more thau oue
year, has
indcllibly impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
as an incorruptible patriot, an inflexible
Chi^f Magistrate, and an honest man ; the ability of whose adthe

our Government securities are
premium. It will zealously labor to exhibit and defend sound Republican
principles, and,
inasmuch as political organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as .the Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of it* history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its
a

designs and tendencies

were

fords the

All correspondence strictly confidential aud will
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple .Street, (corner of Middle),

only available means of accomplishing such
lofty patriotism imperatively demands.

Health and Strength
GREAT SPRING AND

Dr.

the

loyal State governments, to secure gradual emancipation. as proposed by President Lincoln, and all
peaceful

While thus

triumph,

distinctly announcing the general course
Press, and intending that, alike iu
peace—in our country’s peril and in Its

for the

and in

it shall

do not lose

with

speak

sight of

uncertain

no

the fart that true

men

voice, we
have hon-

that, coming by different routes
estly differed,
they now find themselves travelling parallel road*;
instead
of
and,
seeking to widen the differences hi'tween those who are required by a common patriotism to act in concert, the Press will labor hopefully
to encourage unity of purpose and harmony of action ainoug all loyal men.
Aside from its political department, the Press will
earnestly

devoted

an

FOR

Portland, May 19, 1802.

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
projected in the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
commend the new paper to the hearty support of the
People of Maine.
May, 1802.
l.K.ov \itr» a\nnvwe
SA.MI EL E. SPRINCi,
NELSON DIN4. LEY, Jr

lb. all

R.

DANIEL ELLIOT,
LI KE BROWN,
O. L. COOK,

|» cent,

WILLIAM 4.RAY.

SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Melailo aud Concentrated Molasses. 21c p lb; above
No. 12. not reliued, 3c; refined, 5c p ft); when tinctured or colored, 8c.
TEAS.—20c p lb.
Tt >BACCtLeaves unmanufketured, 26; all other
kinds 30 4* cent, ad val.
TIN —In pigs, free; Plate*, 10 p eeut. ad val.
TWINE.—30 p cent.

WOOL.—Coasting

under 24c

18c

|> lb and under, 6
24c 4» lb, 9c p lb

p cent ;

p tb, 3c; over
ZINC.—In block* or pig*, lc; in shoot*, 11c p Hi.—
Manufacturers of, 30 |> eeut. ad val.

Com.

A COMPLETE VAKIETT:
Hay, Coal. Railroad, Platform, Counter, Drug.
amt Hutcher’, Seale*; Beam*, IVeight). Ac
or nale at our Warehouse,

A-

11* Milk Sntr.gr,
(Thorndike Building.) Corner of Battery-march St.,
BOUTON.

Portland by Embry A WaraaMocna.

Sold In

HE'

RED

]

CERTAIN PROTECTION AGAINST
THIEVES.

A

Sold at Fa bbank'b
Milk Smart Bouton,

FEMALES.

price

DBALKB IN

SHIP TIMBER AMD

OLE MS’

MW

utes' walk of the Post Office. Kent not to
exceed from £150 to 175 per auuuin.
Address Box 42. I’«**t office, or
apply at the Count*
in2 Hoorn of the Daily Press.Fox itluck.
Portland, Juue 23
distf

WANTED.
RENT, of five or six
part of the city.

the business
this office.

room*, near

Enquire at

WHOLES A LK DBA LEM IJf

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,
AND MINERAL WATER.
Howard Atuasih

!

SILVER STREET

ICE

Wauh for the

Complealon hn* no rqnal. It la
diutingnirhed for ita cooling and toothing propel tie*,
and is admirably adapted to all nunatnral conditions
of the,kin; removing Tan, Sunburn, Freckle,. Bedtime and Rnnghnea, of the nkin. Ac.,
caring Chopped
Hand*, and allaying the irritation raawtd by the bite*
of Moeqnitoo. and other annoying Inaccta.
Prepared by Joceph Burnett k Co., Boaton, and for tale
by
n

CREMATERK GOSS

j

Which i,

ST., PORTLAND, Me.

may be entirely
me of Bi'MNBTT'e Cocoainb.
It
hu been 110,1 iu thousand, of caw* where tlie hair
a a, coming out in handful),. and ha, never foiled to

prevented by the
1

|

arrest it,

j

on,

j

decay,

growth.

promote

a

healthy

and

vigor-

unrivalled an a
dtreeing
single application will render it wit and gluey for wvrral day,.
Prepared by
Jowph Burnett k Co., Boston, and for talc by all
for the hair.

time

mine

A

dealer*.

MEW

!

CORNER

OF

PAIMT

TORE.

WATER AND
BOSTON.

CONGRESS ST.,

Ashad
Formerly
er

in

Wheeler, Ag%

I'nioa Street, Mauufocturer and Deal-

in

PAINTS OILS, VARNISHES.
And Pain ten’ Supplies

ple

Generally, StaDrug,, Sponger, Guana,

Howe*’ Cough

CURE

Pill*,

D9ARRIKEA OB DYSENTERY
In persons of all age*, no medicine has ever come to
t te knowledge of tlie public, that -o
tfectnally doe*
i- work ai.d at the same time leave* the bowels'in an
active, healthy condition, as

SI MMER ( I RE.

}

|

j

j
;

MACHINE CUT FILES.
THE WHIPPLE

CLEM’S SUMMER CURB.
That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchial affections, there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief as

READPIELD, 103.

That for a
I'aius in the
is

21«t.
School, and the best of reference
1*1ease
sent
for
a
Circular.
given.
II. M. EATON & SON, Proprietor*,
AMOS II. EATON, Principal.
LLEWELLYN A. LUCE, Assistant.
June 26th, 18(22.
d2w
Family

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purTIIE
chased from the Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad
tract of
large

land in Northern Missouri,
adjoiuiug the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farmiug and manufacturing purpose*,
and have divid<*d their property into lot* and farms.
They are ottered to subscriber* in share* of £20 each.
Maps, with f\ill information, can be had by calling on

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
•
1€C Middle Street, Portland
June 23.
dtf

Are

now

31 achimk
ei s in uee.

readv to supply every description of their
C'l’T mi em, warranted superior to all othornrs and salesroom•

NO.

34

KILBY

Tightness or Wheezing in tin* Chest.
side, or a long standing Hack, the be».

FAMILY MOURNING GOODS,
30

That
cases

STREET,

(Corner of Central.) Boeton.

HOWE'S COUGH TILLS.
as an expectorant and
ameliorating agent in i
of Ththiew, Whooping Cough, and Confirmed j
the public have already rcudered their

Wutter Street. Bouton,

Established for tbe Sale of

MOURNING dress goods,

Consumption,

united verdict in favor of

—iM>—

HOWES* COUGH TILLS.

m»E SECOND QUARTER of the Summer Session
A of this Institution will commence

MONDAY, JULY

FILE MANUFACTURING CO.,

HOWES' COUGH TILLS.

EATON BO HIDING SCHOOL,

BOYS.

GLUES.

the concurrent testimony of many luftreri, the
fact has been established, that for the cure of

remedy

a

and to

It I, at the

By

promptly

attended to. and the
BEST QUALITY OF ICE deli\ered in anv part of
the city, at the market rates.
2w

Company

OF THE HAIR,

now-a-dav,

io common

—AMD—

HOUSE

AXD

a

St.,

a'l dealer,.

That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth ;
or stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing son*
mouth, a sale and speedy cure is effected by the use of

This i*
can be

Howard

BlIHSETTS KAGL1HTON,
A*

CLEM'S SUMMER Cl HE.

KENT’S HILL,

Bpildibo,

Boston.
draught ale a.vd porter.

SUPERIOR

That for Children (’iHting Teeth, if troubled with
I’iarrtnnt or any irregularities of the bowels, all other remedies areimignificant, as compared with

-DEALER IX-

FOB

or-

invalid* :

SUMMER

CLEM S

W. CLARK,

All order*

Plank fUrnlabed to

St.. Bouton. Wharf 180 Border St.. E. Bo*t*a.

—AMD—

vourage

ANTED—Convenient tenements for the
two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten min-

32 EXCHANGE

Stock.

l>ak Timber and

FAIRBANKS As BEARD,

will lie refunded.

accommodation of

-j No.

Ship

of

Cargo** of

der.
sa State

Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, aud direct to Dr. II. N. Mattisox. as above.
June aa.
d&w2tn

Portland.

PI^MK

HACKMETAC KNEES. LOCUST TRWNA1I>, ami a general variety

giving his whole attention to them.
5r ( ’onsulfaf iomt by letter or otherwise are strictly
confidential, and medicines will be sent br
Express,
secure from observation, to all parts of the United
Mates.
Also, accommodation* for LADIES from
abroad wishing fora secure aud quiet Retreat, with
good care until rvutoml to health.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred th«H««and dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it
Most of this sum conn s
out of a class of persons who are the least able to lore
if. but once paid they can never yet it back, and they
are compelled to suffer the wrong in silence, not da
iug to
expuse the cheat for fear of exposing them
sclves. All this comes from trustiug, w ithout inquiry,
to men who are alike destitute of honor, charact**
*.
and skill, aud whose only recommendation is the r
own false aud extravagant assertions. iu
of
praise
themselves.
If. therefore, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no man's word, no matter what h s
professions are. but MAKE INQUIRY:—it will cost
you nothing, aud may save you many regrets; for » s
advertising ph> siciaus, in nine cases nut of tcu are
bogus, there w no safety in trustiug any of them, uuleas yon know who and what they are.
l^’Hr M. w ill semi xicee. by enchvsing one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEN,
aud on /‘rivale Diseases generally ; giv ing most full
information, with the most ututoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising phvsician
or medicine of this kiud is
deserving of any confi-

C’itv Committe of

11*

BROWN.

H EN R Y J ONES,

ty BEWAKE OF IMITATIONS! Nr >e genuine
and warranted unless purchased directly of Vm. M.
at his REMEDIAL INSTITUTE FOR SPECIAL
DISEASES, No. 2S Union Street, Providence. It. I.
r fi^l his specuiUty embraces all diseases of a prirate nature both of MEN aud WOMEN,
by a regularly educated physician of twcuty vears’ practice,

Republican

WaaBMoraa,

Scalb

by
FAIRBANKS A

Price*.—Full *trength. 910; Half Strength, 26;
Quarter .Strength. 93 per bottle.
Remember! This medicine is designed ex- !
pressly tor obstinate Casks, which all other rem- 1
edies of the kind have foiled to cure; also that it is
warranted as represented «n every
respect, or the

tenements wanted.

MSMALL

I

SCALES.

These Scale* are still mann factored
miff by the original iurentm*. who
are constantly adding such rtai and
rainabir impirovrmmta as their
long
and skill suggest.

experience

\

dence WHATEVER.

JOHN M. STEVENS,
AlTL. E 4.ERISII.
FRANCIS E. PRAY,
WM H PLUMMER.

D.

Other kind* free.

Rep.

JAMES DOULHTY,
4>REN RIN 4 •,

ad val.

HOPS.—10
IRON —Pig and Scrap. 86; Bar, rolled or hammered, 815; Railroad 812; Boiler 820 p ton; Sheet
825 |> ton.
LEATHER -30 |> cent.
LEAD —Pig lie 4» lb
LIME.—10 p cent, ad val.
MOLASSES —6c |> gal.
NAILS.—Cut lc. Wrought 2c. Asuortcd 3c p lb.
NAVAL STORES.—'Turpentine. Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
20 p cent, ad val.; Sp. Turpentine 10 cent* p gal.
OAKUM.—Free.
OIL.—Sperm, Whale, and other Fish oil*, of Foreign Fisheries; Neatsfoot, Linseed, Hempsced aud
Kapes«<ed. 20 per cent; Olive in casks. Palm. Seal, aud
Cucoaiiut 10, Olive Salad 30 per eeut. ad val.
PAINTS.—Whits Lead, dry or ground In Oil and
Red L«*ad, 2 l-2c
per lb; Litharge ami Oxide of Zinc,
2 l-2c p lb; Prussian Blue 10c—Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20—Spanish Brown,
dry. 20; in oil, 30 p cent, ad val—Yellow ami other
Ochres. 36c per 100 tbs—Pari* White, dry, 35c, in oil,
81 35; Whiting 26c p 1U0 lb*.
PLASTER.—Free.
PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
and llain* 2c—Butter and Cheese 4c 4> lb.
RICE.—lc p lb
SALT —In bulk 12c, snd In bag* 18c |> 100 lb*.
STARCH —20 4> eeut.
SOAP.—•) 4> cent.
SPICES.—Ginger Root, 3c; Ground Ginger, 6c.—
Pep|K*r and Pimento, 6c.—Cloves, 8c; Cassia. 10c.—
Cassia Buds, 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace and Nutmegs, 25c p lb.
SEEDS.—Linseed, 16c |> bus; Canary, 10 Petit.

Cumberland Co.

EDWARD L. PICKARD,
J4»IIN T HI LL.
4 IIARELS H
44SLOOD,
HENRY L. PAINE,
HENRY I*. L4»RD.

lb*.

SKINS.—10
4> cent.

Committee.

BENJ. KINLSBURY, Jr..
< LEM ENT PHINNEY,

Morphine,

GRAIN—Corn and Oat* 10c; Rve and Barley 16c;
aud Wheat 20c per bu*h.
From Br. Provinces’, free.
(i RIN DSTt i.N ES.—Rough—Free.
GUNPOWDER.—30 p cent, ad val, per cask of 25

State

WOODBURY,

E.

or

FRUIT.—Lemon*, Orange*. Banana* and Plantains 20 p cent, ad val.—Almond* 4c, and *hclled do,
6c per lb—Nuts aud Date*, 2c 4* lb—Currant*. Figs.
Plums, Prunes and Raisin*. 5c l> lb—Citron 30

Republican

STRICKLAND,

ELLENE HALE.
K B. El LLER.
C. II. B. W4MJDBURY,
T. IIAKMON.

Gamboge, I|H*eac. Jalap. Juniper Berries, Manna.
Quicksilver. Rhubarb. Sarsaparilla. Sponge*. Verdigris. Vanilla Beaus, 10 per cent, ad val.—llydriodate
and Prussiate Potash, Peruvian Bark. 16 per cent. ad
val.—Citric Acid, Castor Oil, Cubeba, Essential Oils.
Epsom Salts. Isinglass, Flor Sulphur. Senna Arrow
Rrwit. blue or white Vitro!, Ginseng, 26 |**r cent.—
Copperas, 25c: D 100 lb.—Bleaching Powders. 30c p
100 lb*.—Aluin aud Sago, 60c
100 lbs.—Refined Borax, chromate and bichromate Potash, Sugar of
Lead and Areola, 3c |> lb —opium. 51 |> lb —Balsam* atul
Sulphate Quinine, 30 p cent.—Alum, Sal
Soda and Soda Ash $c p lb.—Hi Carb Soda, < austic
Soda, Liquorice Root, 1 c p lb. aud ground do 2c p
lb. Liquorice Paste, 5c 4* lb.—Refined Camphor
and Cream Tartar, tic 1> lb —Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Emetic, Rochelle salts. Gum Copal, ami other* gum*

rctrinou*substance* used for same purpose* as Cum
Copal, 10e 4> lb.—Roll Brimstone, 56 4> ton.—Oil
51 4* «* —Alcohol, 40c
Cloves, 70c |» lb.
4* gal —All other description* quoted, free. Chicory
Root, lc |> lb.
DYEWtw IDS—Free
DUCK.—25 P eeut. ad val.
FEATHERS.—80 p cent, ad val.
FISH.—Per 100 |h foreign caught; Herring 51;
Mnck< »rel *■2; Salmon 53; and all other pickled in
brl*. 51 60 f> brl.—otherwise 50c per 100 lb*.
From
Provinces free.

STEVENS.
EAR WELL,

S

N A
S. P.

DYES.—Per lb. Acid*,(nitric, oxalic,

•»

FAIRBANKS

n

will bring on the monthly sickness
iu cases of obstruction, after all oth^r
reun-dies of the kind have been tried
in vain.
KT-Over 2000 BOTTLES have
now been sold without a
single failure when taken as directed, and without the least injury to health in any
'case.
It is put up In bottles of three different strengths with foil directions
for using, and sent by express, closely sealed, to all
parts of the country.

year, idvariably in advance. To any person sending
the names of Jire nrtr Buhtcribera, cash in advance,

The

w6wl

PREMIUM STAHDARD

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anyelse of the kiud, and
proving
effectual after all others hare foiled,
is designed for both married and
MBOLS LADIES, and is the verv best
thing known for the purpose,'as it

count-

Co., Publisher*.

23. l«a.

June

thing

ing-house, and family circle. The Editors, not unknown to the people of Maine, will give their undivide*! energies to the work before them, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maine, and the exigencies of the tin»**s demandone that shall be true to the popular instincts.
Tiik Portland Daily Press is printed with entirely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
daily in Maine, and issued every morning, (Sundays excepted.) at 35 per annum. Sul»scriptioua for
less than six months, 50 cents per month.
The Maine State Prior*, large,
neatly printed,
and well filled with the news of the week, and original and selected Political. Agricultural.
Literary and
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at 31.50
per

[

SUMMER MEDICINE,

MATTISON'S INDIA* EMMENAGOGUE.

Dn.

It will be the aim of its conductors to make
institution of the State, and a ge-

extra copy will be sent gratis.
N. A. Foster,
)
.1. T. Gilm an,
N. A. Foster k
J. B. Hall.
)

7i

Secured,

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY

indispensable

work-shop,

application.

White's Patent -Alarm Money Drawer.

to the advancement of the best

nial and welcome visitor in every

1*

Langley’s

IturiKIIJHT

city and State. It* Local -Department will in no case be neglected. Particular attention will be given to the Commercial and Maritime
interests.

and ITCHING PILES
SALT RHEUM,
THE SKIN
One bntilp warmnfcl fo cure every cmae of
Pile-; two
bott es in all other cases of the above due* es; if
not,
dealers are requested to reftind t!»e mouev in every
rise
Only five bottles in a thousand returned, and
those were confirmed Fistula. Hundreds of letters
and certificates are now in the
proprietor's possession,
which can be seen on
Send for Circular*
Prepared by HENRY D. FOWLE, ( hennst,
I rince street, Boston.
Sold everywhere. Certificates with each bottle.

junc21d4m

interests of the

it

BLEEDING, BLIND,

LEPROSY, SCROFULA,
AND DISEASES of

GEO. C. GOODWIN fc CO., Bouton.

and

be

CURE!

the oslv acaa coaa

For

Dyspepsia,

removal of our greatest "moral, political and social
evil,” will find iu the Press a generous and hearty
support.

war

Vn?,*,,d

FOWLE’S PILE AND SUMOR

purifying

government. The emancipation of slavery in the
federal Capital, the co-operation of the Federal with

to a

;

The effect of this medicine is most wonderftil—it
acts directly upon the bowel* and bio<»d, bv
removing
all obstruction* from the internal
organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
the blood, cleansing it from all humors
lift*,
aud causing it to course through every
part of the
body; n'storing the invalid to health aiid usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the *> stoui. Liver Complaint, that main wrlteel of so maiiv di**-ase*, Jaundance in its worst tonus, all Billion* Disease* and
foul stomach.
< ostirenew, all kinds of Humor*. Indigestion, Headache. Dizziness, Piles, Heartl urn, Weakness. Pains in the side aud bowels, Klatuienev. Loss of appetite, and a
torpid or diseased Liver, a disordered .Stomach or bad blood, to which all
are more or lew subject in
and Summer.
Spring
More than flo.OOO person* gave been eared by this
medicine. It i* highly recommended by l'hy*iciaus
everywhere. Try it and you will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at
only
25 and 38 cents |**r bottle. Order* addressed to

existence
greatest anomaly in a free

looking

or

to me
engaging elsewhere. Keember that I am the
originator or the 26 cent package stationery. and also X E Agent for H. II Llovd
k ( o's celebrated Map* and ( harts, and J. C. Huttre's
fiiic Steel Engraved Portraits. Withal, it
may be
safely said, that I have the best assortment of the
nios. saleable articles for the time* that can
be found
For particulars, address II. B.
1-lT.sgELL, 516 Washington Street. Bostou.
lt

radicating disease.

destined to sweep from

measures

AGENTS.

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

interference with the constitutional or legal
men, jt will neither apologize for an
evil which constitutes the foulest blot
upon our
national character, nor attempt to resist the tide of

other constitutional

WANTED!
about to

engage in the sale of 26 cent packTHOSE
ages of Stationery, Maps,
harts,
Portraits,
should write
before

/COMPOSED of Sarwparill*. Wild Cherry. Yellow
V
Dock, Prickley Ash, Thorough wort, Rhubarb,
Mandrake, Dandelion, lie., all of w hich are so compounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature in

no

seems

I

1

BY THE USE or TUB

nor

institution which is the

1

BUY ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD !”

endorse any compromise
with men in rebellion against the laws of the
land,
but will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
all true democracy—that the majority must
govern.
Upon the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, it
may be proper to say, that while tin* Press will sanc-

an

to

1*5

Portland.
jull—d& w3m3

__

ty*Send stamp for Circular.

by mall,
be at the off.ce from 8 A. M

<irWfD« win

The office will be
open, and competent ^
persons *“
in
A. M„ to6 I* m
attendance, from 7
All communications should b*- directed to R
(.KEENE, 3B Itroinfleld .Street, Bo*.’oU
Note. Persons wishing to investigate this
method
o/practice, or its superior success, will be famished
with a pamphlet descriptive of treatment, fi^c he
addressing if. (iKEENE, M D 96 Brorafield HW
Boston.

sanitjr

as a

events that

*£•

y

Infirmary.

by

sec-

spirit, and inasmuch as it is the only party which at
present seems competent to conserve the great principles underlying all free Governments, the Press
will cordially sustain the organization of that
party,
not with a design to foster a mere partizan
spirit, but
iu the full coniciousness that it embodies the true
principles upon w hich our government rests, and afresults

Jnll—3m

PRIVATE

ministration* is most signally exhibited,
not’only in
tlie matchless operations of our
army and navy, but
in the unpaialleled fact that, in the midst of this

enemies that its

,'*nr<,rv. or those effort ed with eomp lemteoahH-AHo*, xhould
avail themselves
ol Dr. bWM8 • personal immediately
attention.'
at ll*
••«*. or
free of

consult one of tlielr
in con,taut attend-

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughe* ha*
for a number of year* confined hi* attention to
disease* of a certain clam. During his
practice ho
ha* treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
ha* he met with a failure. The remedies are
mild,
aud there is no interruption of business or
change of
<.iet. Dr Hughes is in constant attendance from *
in the morning until 10 at
night, at his office, 6 Temple street. Charge* moderate, aud a cure guaranteed
in all cases. Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disea-e
when all other remedies fail; cure* without
dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies: cures new case* in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effect* of
mercury, brt
is sure to annihilate the rank and
poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, mib-ss the
prop* r
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused bv using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminnl
w-eakues*, generally caused
bad habits in youth,
the effect* of which are pain and dizziness in tl e
head, fnrgetftilnc**. sometimes a ringing in the ear*,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in
consumption or ii.if neglected, are speedily and
permanently

and generous

selling at

INSTITUTE.^

I

Etlablithrd f„r the treatment of thote (titrate, in
hath tree,, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and
delicacy.

State.

Politically,

mav

lady of experience

Eclectic tledieal

ciple* and to promote the material interests of the
State, and of the City of Portland as it» interests
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the

and all other* wed for nudiciual purimse!* or tine
art-.) Aloes, AsaaJtefida, Ammonia, ( aiitharidc*,

HIDES &

--»—

OFFICE &\ BKOMFIELD ST., BOSTON.

UK. Ml Oil US'

an

RATES OF DUTIES.

A

»“«•

proposed
43 c$
38 oy
33 aj
46 a>
41 d
33 w.
43 o
78 & 1

B.—LADIES desiring

N.

circulation throughout the State.

rights of loyal

7 A

5’s and 10’s common.
half pd*. br*st brands.
half |h!s. mediuni good.
half pda. common.
Natural Leaf, prls.
Fancy, iu Foil.

Cotton
Flax

a large, well-tilled,
carefully edited, and neatly
printed weekly paper, intended specially for general

tion

7|

Ten*.
Tea, Hyson.
Tea, \ oung Hyson.
Tea. Oolong. ’.
Tea. Souchong.
Tobneen.
6’s and pv* best brands.
6's and Pi’s medium.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Is

It will neither seek

2 00

1 871*

9

Pkerr is intended to be

enterprising, vigorous and lire Daily Morning
Paper, containing the latest and fullest news by mail
and telegraph.

disloyal

76

Ko«K*».

C.
X.

HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.
Daily

Infirmary.
theTadies.

to

iu its devotion to the Union while other
organizations
have so generally become infected with a

40
22
20
20
eg

10

*•

Brv. X. Dat, Pret'l. Rav. P. Xaioi, Viet
HUGHES particularly Invite, all Indies who
Prttft.
a medical adviser, to call at hix rooms No
R. Greek*, M. D., Superintending
6 Temple Street, which they will find
Phytieian.
I
tor
arranged
their esuecia! accommodation.
Thi» Institution win ratabtiahud for the cur* of
DinI)r. li.’x Eclectic Renovating Medicine* arc unriva’- !
‘■«e, upon the principles of innocent
led in efficacy and superior virtue in
medieation, ena I
regulating
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
tirely ilUcardiug the use of Poisonous Drugs.
certain of producing relief in a short time.
Muny diseases, such as Scrofula. Humors of the
LADIES will find it invaluable in all eases of oh- j
Blood, Diseases of the Throat and I.nngs, Dyspepsia,
struct ion* after all other remedies have been tried iu
!
I.i»er Complaint. Heart Complaint.
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
Rheumatism,
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken I I enisle
Complaints, and a great variety of ordinary
with perfect safety at all times.
Dnu-ases are successfully treated
Sent to any part of the country with full direction#,
by Medicine which
may be sent to any part of the
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
country with foil
No. 5 Temple Street, corner of Middle. Portland.
directions.

tional, and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast

7
6
5
6
4
14
8

Sugar, Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
Sugar,
Yellow.
Sugar, Extra »llow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
in bond.
Sugar,
Brown.
Sugar, Havana
**
White.
Sugar.
Sugar. Coffer* ( rushed.
Sugar, ( rushed.
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tullew.
American refiner!.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

INDIAN MEDICAL

DR.need

gigantic rebellion,

2 50 9 2 75
2 12}o 2 37}
2 12!,1 2 37}

Sugar.

Char. I.
I-

B.

The Portland

Nutmegs.
Pepper.

BY

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Timer,

1 00 9 1 65

t> H>.
Cloves.
Ginger, (Race).
(•ingcr,(Africa).
Mace.:

R“d

IDITKD

JOSEPH

Cassia

BOSTON

Eclectic Jleilical

and

S ntr...

Pimento.
Seeds.
Herds Gras*.
Western Clover.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS:

2 25
2 25
8 25
8 25

6

i

MEDICAL.

■

.■■■"•1,1

7

Chickens, Spring.

Comb.
Turkics.
t.cese.
Teal.
Pickles, p brl.
Klee.
Bice p lb.
Rum.
Hum, Portland distilled.
Snlrralus.
Saleratus |v lb.
Suit.
Salt. Turk's Is., p bhd. (8 bus.)
Sail. Lircrpool.
Salt, Cadis.
Sacks Salt.
<> round Butter Salt.
Sfureh.
Starch. Pearl,.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—1> 100 lbs.
Soup.
Soup. Leathe k Gore’*, Trowbridge
k Smith's Extra No. 1 4> lb.
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.*.
Soap, Castile,.
Soap, Crane’*.

—

6J

7 75 •*& 8 00
7 76 .. 8 00
9 00 (g. 9 25

**

Tar.
Pitch.

0 00 (a) 8 75
fjO «i
8 60
8 25 ® 8 60

14
12
14
15
14
13
14
11

■■

or THE

ad val.

Lumber—From the yard.
Clear l’iue—No. 1.938 00
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4.

./

11J«£

Skins

••.

a

16

heavy.
slaughter.
American Calf

a.

6j Uj
5; a

Iron, Knglish.
Sheet Iron, Russia
Sheet Iron, Russia, im't.
laird.
Barrel,
lb.
Kegs, D lb.
leather.
New York, light.

Slaughter Wax Leather.
Lead.
American l’ig, p 100 tb.

a

!*>'

Spring.
Sheet

i

88
65
66
r«5
«2

Short* D ton.
fine Feed.

Rnagswder*
Blasting.
Rifle and Sporting.
Hay.

Pork,

3 00
4
®

-■

--«-

PROSPECTUS

n

Twine.
13 »
25 q
(X) a>
32 <r
2 25 <«• 2

Prune*.

inspection.
Flour, Superfine.

Pork, clear.

44

Raisins—
Blue cask.

Black.

Portland extra Mcm do.
Pork, extra clear.

none

common.

**

Bed Lead.
Plnntrr*
Per ton Soft.
H»rd.
O round.
Provision*.
Chicago Mcm llecf..
Portland
do

22
15

Frail.
Almonds—Jordan
lb
Soft Shell.

2 60

Litharge.

none

8 50 ,'«) 8 75
6 50 q 6 76

.,.

'■

76 ^ 3 00
20 q
12 qj

oil,.

Boston Lead,
French Zinc.
American Zinc, **
Kochellc, Yellow.
Eng. Yen. Ited.

lj

03 q
02 cy

Ouercitron Bark.
Red Sanders.

Oakum, American.

replied.

“Then, charming maiden, allow

your beautiful hand.
“No—there’s a dollar for

beggar

02
05
00

8)3)

Red

Turpentiue 4* gal.
a

2j

«

44 q
02 q

I'eacli

nul. wts.

How Adam oit out ok Elien.—“Julius,
can you tell me how Adam got out of Eden?”
“Well. I s’pose lie climbed' ober de fence.”
“No, dat ain't it.
“Well, den, he borrowed a wheelbarrow and
walked out.”
“No.”
“I gulis it up. den.”
“He got mated out. Yali!”

“I have

Wood.

Sapan

MOBK."

"1 don’t know,” said he.
“Don't you know? You ought to lie ashamed
of yourself, a boy fourteen years old. Whv,
there is Dicky Fulton—he is only three—he
can tell, I dare say.
Come here, Dicky; who
made you ?”
“God,” said the infant.
“Well, he oughtcr,” said the stupid boy,
taint but little while since he was made.”
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St. Domingo.
Extract Logwood.

"Forever let my grateful heart.”
His words paused—he coughed slightly—
then added: “The choir will omit the tilth
verse,” and sat down with something like nervous haste.
With curiosity excited at this conduct of their minister, the congregation smiled
some as they read:
"Forever let my grateful heart.
His boundless grace adore,
Which gives tes tuocsaxo blessings now,

Good,—-“Who made you?” asked a teacher
of a hoy. who had lately joined her class.

00
00
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Hypernic.
Logwood, Cam peachy.

Too Appropriate.—A good story was
told us lately of a popular preacher. It ap|H-ar. the minister had been wedded to a most
worthy lady, whose first gift was a dowry of
ten thousand dollars, with the promise of so
much more on the decease of her invalid parent.
Shortly after marriage, while occupying
the pulpit, he chanced to give out a hymn,
tjie
tilth verse of which commenced:

The Question,—A very pious Presbyterian
divine used always to say, when be met the
General Assembly of his church, “now, my
dear brethren, how near can we come to doing
what is right and keep together?” A poor
editor may as well say every day when lie sits
down to his task, “now, my dear skin ami
lames, how much truth can we say and live.”

6j
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Savauvilla,.

Karragut came in the morning and read
their dispatches. Although iiuae<|iiainted with
their signature, and even the existence of Lt.
Col. Ellet, he did not doubt of the authenticity of the mission. He emphatically expressed
his commendation of the bravery of the voting
men wild had undertaken tlie
|>erilous business, as it was understood the rebels had the
point of land strongly guarded.
He spent some hours in writing dispatches
and letters in ndurn, and then sent the mission ashore, with an escort of a hundred well
armed men, as much to assure himself of the
truth of the statements made by Lieut. Ellet,
as to shield them (him the rebels.
Strange to
say. we are informed that Com. Varrayut hod
not heard positively that Memphis teas in our
hands until so informed by yonny Kilet.—
When the escort saw that the Stars and
Stripes
were
floating from the nondescript Euitou
they were satisfied of the genuineness ol the
news, ami received it very thankfully. Civilities were hastily exchanged, and both
parties
made their way bark to their respective rendezvous.—[Corres. N. Y. World.

:r;v young lady—a sensible girl, gives the
following catalogue of different kinds of love:
“The sweetest, a mother’s love: the longest,
a brother’s love; the
strongest, a woman’s love:
ami the sweetest, longest,
strongest, dearest
love, a ‘love of a bonnet.”
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FARKAOCT SENDS DISPATCHES NORTH.
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the march of life don’t heed the order of “right about,” when you know you are
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The eagerness with which we welcomed
them, and listened to the story of their adventures, may lie imagined. The first tiling, of
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ADVEXTf BBS IX CROSSING.
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Drugs and Dye».

We were now approaching very near the
last rebel stronghold ami proceeded with caution. As the Fulton wa* passing around an island, six miles above Vicksburg, she discovered a mail going down in a skitl'and overhauled
him. He proved to la* a valuable acquisition
and a loyal man. He is a German and lives in
Vicksburg, has been making harnesses for the
rebels ana at the time had been
conveying a
lieutenant and private who were his "friends
away from the city as deserters. We gained
from him much uselVtl information at a time
when we needed it.
Commodore Farragut's fleet, he said, was
The St. Andrews Standard says: “About
about five miles below the city. The
tiring on i 8 o’clock, a large tin miter < if young men,
both sides had, he said, ceased liir
many days.
calling themselves Jeff. Davis’s men. dressed in
Col. Ellet promised to reward him handsomemost fantastic costumes, with faces blackened,
for
his
if
he
would pilot a party of and carrying a banner on which was the folly
honesty
our men over to
Farragut's fleet, and also as- lowing device—‘Jeff. Davis forever T with the
sured him that in ease of any
treachery his (lag ol the confederacy, a palmetto tree in the
life would instantly pay tile forfeit. The" Fulcentre, surrounded by the words, ‘The South
ton immediately volunteered to take the
shall Ite free; Victory or Death, C'. S. A.,'
party
paracross the point
The Col. then wrote out a
aded the streets, creating considerable amusebrief dispatch for Commodore Furragut, and
ment, and followed by a large concourse of
the Fulton steamed town to within
plain sight (arsons. They cheered in front of several
of Vicksburg, about four miles
by the channel, houses. The company was armed with all
but only two in a direct line.
manner of weapons, from a gun down to
pitchEXPEDITION TO FARRAOIT.
forks, axes, sticks of wood, etc.”
The party for this hazardous enterprise was
composed of Charles Ellet, medical cadet,
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Russia.
Manilla.

Cement—per
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Cordage, Manilla.

the glad tidings of having brought
word from the fleet below. They had not
proceeded more than a mile, the previous afternoon, it appears, before they saw a planter
coming on horsecack, when they dodged into
the bushes w hich were very thick. Before lie
had gotten by, however, a squad of re lie I cavalry came up, and they had the pleasure of
listening to several minute's conversation
about their own and the lower fleet, quite unnoticed. That danger over, they made their
way further on, and saw presently a detail of
pickets coining in along the line of the Vicksburg. Shreveport, and Texas railroad. They
had no alternative but to crawl back into a
swamp knee deep in water, w here they lay for
half an hour, covered by mosquitoes, without
being able to stir a hand, or move a head.—
They finally reached the o|>|M>site shore, and
walked down opposite the advanced vessels. In
order to attract attention they tired three barrels of a revolver, and showed a white flag.
Soon after a laiat’s crew put out toward
shore, heavily armed, and at the distance of a
few yards parleyed with our party.
After
much hesitation on their part, they eame in,
and tixik the five on board. They evidently
distrusted the character of the whole of them.
On being taken on board the flag-ship they
found Com. Karragut was absent, but would
return the next day. They refused to give up
their despatches, therefore, till he should come,
and w ere put under strong guard during the
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From the dark of the Fulton the tops of the
could be clearly seen, as also the upper
fort, with sentinels pacing on the parapet.
Even the glistening of his gun in the sun could
be discerned. Of course the smoke of the boat
could lie seen by the enemy.
ANXIETY FOK THE MESSENGERS.

with the Fulton in the morning at eight
o'clock. No one there! Nine o'clock—not

Say
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THE MARKETS.

The situation at Vicksburg is very like that
at Fort Pillow ami Columbus. Located on the
east branch of the river, on a blurt'at least a
hundred feet high, the river makes a huge
curve round and sweeps under the blurt-.
On
the Louisiana shore opposite is a low neck of
land answering very closely to the description
of Craighead Point, except perhaps that it is

spires

But tell me, brethren, you who make this
This pageantry—this show—
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